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Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, Literature and 

Architecture from ancient to modern times. 

Write a detailed note on entertainment Folk theatre of India. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian art and culture by Nitin Singhania 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portion GS paper 1, theme art and culture. 
Key Demand of the question: 
 One must explain in detail entertainment folk theatre in India. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by explaining about folk art theatre of India. 
Body: 
Folk Theatre is a composite art form in India with a fusion of elements from music, dance, 
pantomime, versification, epic and ballad recitation, graphic and plastic arts, religion and festival 
peasantry. The Folk theatre having roots in native culture is embedded in local identity and social 
values. 
Besides providing mass entertainment, it helps Indian society as indigenous tools of interpersonal, 
inter-group and inter-village communication for ages. Folk theatre has been used extensively in India 
to propagate critical social, political and cultural issues in the form of theatrical messages to create 
awareness among the people. 
 As an indigenous form it breaks all kinds of formal barriers of human communication and appeals 
directly to the people. 
Discuss more of its key features, its presence across the country in different forms. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of it and contributions of it to Indian art, culture and heritage. 
Introduction: 

India boasts of a rich tradition of folk theatre in various parts of India. The traditional folk theatre 

reflects the various aspects of the local lifestyle including social norms, beliefs and customs. While 

the Sanskrit theatre was more urban-oriented and sophisticated in its treatment of the play, folk 

theatre had rural roots and the rustic flavour was reflected in the dramatic style involved. 

Body: 

                Indian folk theatre can be broadly classified into three categories as 

follows: 

 Ritual Theatre. Ex: Ramman, Raslila, Ramlila etc 

 Theatre of entertainment. Ex: Bhavai, Jatra, Maach, Tamasha etc 

 South Indian Theatre. Ex: Yakshagana, Bayalata, Kuruvanji. 

Types Entertainment Folk theatre of India: 

This form of theatre was more secular in its narration and storytelling. They focused more on stories 

of love, valour and the sociocultural traditions and were meant primarily as means of entertainment 

for the rural masses. Some forms of it are: 

 Bhavai: Bhavai is a popular folk theatre form of Gujarat and Rajasthan, mainly in the regions of 

Kutchh and Kathiawar. This form incorporates an extensive use of dance to narrate a series of 
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small plays, known as Vesha or Swanga, each with its own plot. The theme of the play is 

generally romantic. 

 Daskathia: is a form of folk theatre popular in the region of Odisha. In this form, there are two 

narrators – Gayaka, who is the chiefsinger and Palia, who is the co-narrator. The narration 

isaccompanied by a dramatic music composed using a woodenmusical instrument called kathia. 

 Garodas: This is a popular art form of the ‘Garoda’ community of Gujarat. It uses painted 

pictures to narrate stories of romance and valour. 

 Jatra: is a popular folk theatre of Eastern India. It is generally anopen-air performance that was 

initiated by Vaishnava saint SriChaitanya. During his travels through rural Bengal, he used 

themedium of Jatra to propagate the teachings of Krishna. Later,variants such as Rama Jatra, 

Shiv Jatra and Chandi Jatra also came into existence that narrated stories of Puranic legends. 

 Dashavataris the most developed theatre form of the Konkan and Goa regions. The performers 

personify the ten incarnations of Lord Vishnu-the god of preservation and creativity. The ten 

incarnations are Matsya (fish), Kurma (tortoise), Varaha (boar), Narsimha (lion-man), Vaman 

(dwarf), Parashuram, Rama, Krishna (or Balram), Buddha and Kalki. Apart from stylized make-up, 

the Dashavatar performers wear masks of wood and papier mache. 

 Tamaashais a traditional folk theatre form of Maharashtra. It has evolved from the folk forms 

such as Gondhal, Jagran and Kirtan. Unlike other theatre forms, in Tamaasha the female actress 

is the chief exponent of dance movements in the play. She is known as Murki. Classical music, 

footwork at lightning-speed, and vivid gestures make it possible to portray all the emotions 

through dance. 

 Maachis the traditional theatre form of Madhya Pradesh. The term Maach is used for the stage 

itself as also for the play. In this theatre form songs are given prominence in between the 

dialogues. The term for dialogue in this form is bol and rhyme in narration is termed vanag. The 

tunes of this theatre form are known as rangat. 

 Bhand Pather, the traditional theatre form of Kashmir, is a unique combination of dance, music 

and acting. Satire, wit and parody are preferred for inducing laughter. In this theatre form, music 

is provided with surnai, nagaara and dhol. Since the actors of Bhand Pather are mainly from the 

farming community, the impact of their way of living, ideals and sensitivity is discernible.  

Note on Entertainment Folk theatre of India: 

Traditionally the language of ordinary people has an element of creativity, though not based on 

classical or grammatical roots. This kind of creativity is spontaneous, emerging from the 

circumstances. When there is intensity of emotions, there is a natural kind of rhythm in the 

expressions. It is this natural rhythm from which emerges the traditional theatre-form. In this art 

form, sorrow, joy, frustration, hatred and love have their role and place. 

In different regions of India, there are religious festivals, fairs, gatherings, ritual offerings, prayers, 

almost throughout the year. During these occasions, traditional theatre forms are presented. They 

reflect the common man’s social attitudes and perceptions. In this social portrayal, there is also the 

individual’s role which is given due importance. 

Traditional theatre forms incorporate not only the common man’s interests but there is also a 

classical element in them. This classical facet, however, takes on regional, local and folk coloring. It is 

possible, that those associated with the classical world of Sanskrit drama, went to the neighbouring 
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regions after its decline and intermingled with the local theatre forms. This kind of synthesis, give-

and-take must have taken place on various levels such as written, verbal, classical, contemporary, 

national and local. 

In traditional theatre forms there are special styles of dance portraying the entry on to the stage or 

platform, narrative and descriptive roles. The best example of descriptive acting is the Bidapat 

naach. In this traditional theatre form, emphasis is not on beauty but on acting itself and narrative 

and descriptive skills. Dance as a narrative art is the base of theatre form which can be seen in the 

traditional theatre form of Bhavai of Gujarat. In this form, quick or slow foot movement is a means 

of narration. The art of making the entry by dancing has been perfected in the traditional Kashmiri 

theatre form, Bhand Jashn. The way each character walks and enters the platform, identifies him. In 

Koodiyaattam and Ankia Naat, the entry by dancing itself is complicated and artistic. In the forms, 

the tempo and basic posture and gesture identifies the role of the character. 

In traditional theatre, age-old forms, customs and the desire to improvise are intermingled. It is 

usually when the significant themes are enacted, that the acting restricts itself to traditional norms, 

not deviating from it. But, every time the theme inches towards the contemporary, the actors 

improvise as far as dialogue delivery is concerned. 

Traditional theatre forms have definitely been influenced by industrial civilization, industrialization, 

and urbanization. The socio-cultural aspects of these influences should be carefully studied. There 

was a time when Kanpur became the centre of the traditional theatre Nautanki. Artists, dancers and 

singers produced plays based on local heroes, their popularity and traditional love stories. Thus, a 

local theatre form acquired significance in the field of entertainment. 

Traditional theatre forms have a common distinguishing feature that is the element of simplicity. 

What is the underlying force of traditional theatre forms that has enabled it to survive and maintain 

its simplicity? The fact remains, that it is the immediate, direct, realistic and rhythmic relationship 

that the spectators are able to develop with the artists of traditional theatre forms which is generally 

not experienced in other art forms. It is reflected in applaud by the spectators by means of clapping 

their hands. 

Conclusion: 

Thus, the development of traditional theatre forms is based on such local and regional peculiarities 

which are not bound and restricted by social and economic divisions, limitations, etc. Tradional art 

forms have influenced classical art forms and vice-versa. It is an eternal journey in the sphere of 

‘culture’. 

What do you understand by Tandava and Laasya dance? Explain (250 words ) 
Reference: Indian Art and culture by Nitin Singhania 
Why the question: 
The question is very much straightforward and aims to deliberate upon the dance forms of Tandava 
and Laasya. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail the two Indian dance forms – Tandava and Laasya. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
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Introduction: 
Start by talking about Indian classical dance forms; Excavations, inscriptions, chronicles, genealogies 
of kings and artists, literary sources, sculpture and painting of different periods provide extensive 
evidence on dance in India. 
Body: 
In the answer body discuss in detail the origin, features and region from which the two dance forms 
originated and are popular in. 
Explain the key features of each of them. 
Discuss how they are different from other dance forms. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with their importance to Indian art and culture. 
Introduction: 

Dance has always been a source of physical expression around the world. It is also a means of 

staying fit. India is blessed to have several styles, classical and folk, originating from various regions. 

This blessing is magnified many times over, given not just the quantum of styles but also the 

scientific genesis, structure and detailed delineation of practically every nuance and instruction. 

Indian classical dance forms incorporate both tandava (vigorous/ masculine) and lasya (soft/ 

feminine), offering a balance of cosmic energies — male/female, yin/yang — in their exposition. The 

tandava aspect is characterised by sharp, forceful movements that aim to capture the essence of the 

underlying bhava (sentiment). The lasya elements are represented by movements that are soft, fluid, 

and seem to merge into one another in a graceful blur with no sharp edges. 

Body: 

Tandava dance: 

                Tandava is the divine dance performed by Lord Shiva. It is considered to be the source of 

the cosmic cycle of creation, preservation and dissolution. The word Tandava comes from Tandu, the 

attendant of Lord Shiva, who at Lord Shiva’s orders, instructed Bharat muni, the author of Natya 

Shastra, the usage of Angaharas and Karanas, which together constitute this cosmic dance. 

Tandava the masculine form of dance is attributed to Lord Shiva which is forceful and full of vigour 

often manifesting anger and fear while lasya anga attributed to Godess Parvathi is the feminine form 

where the movements are gentle and graceful often depicting love and affection. 

The deep significance underlying this dance form is the personification of Lord Shiva as Nataraja or 

Nritya Murti. His dance is supposed to represent the five manifestations of eternal energy- Srishti 

(creation), Sthiti (preservation), Samhara (destruction), Tirobhava (illusion) and Anugraha 

(emancipation) 

There are two major different forms of Tandava – the Rudra Tandava and the Ananda Tandava. 

 Rudra Tandava – Shiva, the God of constructive destruction, transforms into his most vicious 

form while performing this Tandava. The Rudra Tandava often symbolises the destruction of the 

cosmos. It also signifies the release of the suppressed anger that germinates within. Most people 

usually take ‘destruction’ in the literal sense, but it has a more profound meaning. Shiva, the 

destroyer, annihilates the evil that seeks refuge within you, to make you worthy of attaining 

salvation, and relieve you from the cycle of birth and death. And the destruction caused by Shiva 

is constructive because it paves the way for the arrival of the new in the physical world. The 

world that we live in is bound by time and space, and we are subject to the cause and the 

natural effect. 
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 Ananda Tandava is the dance of bliss where the intrinsic nature of Shiva emerges as Shivam 

where he is in his purest form – Satchidananda. A cause and its effect do not bind this 

experience of pleasure. This feeling of ecstasy germinates deep within and is untouched by the 

mundane world. The Ananda Tandava by Shiva denotes the purest aspect of his being. 

Lasya dance: 

‘Lasya’ means a tender or graceful dance. The main root of the word is ‘las’, ‘lasati’, ‘iti Lasya’. This 

means the one that is radiant, shining and feminine, that is lasya. In Indian music, rhythm is given 

unmatched importance. Rhythm or tala is made of two parts – ‘ta’ meaning tandava and ‘la’ 

meaning lasya. 

This means that tala is parented by Lord Shiva-Parvati themselves. It is believed that Tandava is the 

dance performed by Lord Shiva while Lasya is the dance performed Goddess Parvati. When Lord 

Shiva performed the Tandav, he felt that it lacked lusciousness and delicateness. He thus asked 

Goddess Parvati to perform a dance. To this, Goddess Parvati performed a very captivatingly 

beautiful dance that full of delicateness and beauty. It is believed that Lord Shiva was extremely 

impressed with Goddess Parvati’s dance and gave it the name of ‘Lasya’ 

Lasya is known to be mainly of four types: 

 Srinkhala: The term means chain and this admits of tenanga such as Geyapada, Sthitapatya, 

Asina, Pushpagandika, Pracchedaka, Trigudhaka, Saindhavaka, Dwimudhaka, Uttamottaka and 

Uktapratyukta. This form is danced in a chain form in drutakala. 

 Lata: It consists of Rasakas. It consists of three types such as Danda, Mandala and Natyarasaka. 

Also known as latabandha. The partners holding together dance in a medium tempo. 

 Pindi: This is a kind of Lasya having many sub divisions. Some texts also term it as Gulma. A 

group of dancers, mostly four, together in a vilambita laya. 

 Bhedyaka: In this, dancers form a group, each dancing on her own role in drutakala. Like 

Srinkhalika, Bhedyaka has also got ten lasyangas. 

Lasyangas: 

There also exists desi lasyanga with two more sub divisions. This is also performed by women. The 

two sub- divisions of the desi lasya are Churita and Yauvata. In Churita, both hero and heroine 

perform an episode of dramatic acting in the middle of an act in an erotic way whereas in Yauvata, 

the dancers dance very delicately with fascinating and charming movements. The prominent desi 

lasyangas are Chali, Calibheda, Urongana, Dhasaka, Nati, Tukam, Rekha and dyotita. 

Tandava and Lasya aspect of natya depicts the personification of the feminine and masculine form of 

dance. Lasyangas were employed mainly for depicting the soft and gentle expressions and is meant 

to be danced by females. 

Conclusion: 

                The concepts of Tandava and Lasya represented Shiva and Parvati have been the source of 

inspiration for most dancers across classical dance forms and across generations as it encompasses 

the entire cycle of cosmic evolution and stands for the dual personification of the Absolute. 

“Megalithic economy was a subsistent economy”. In the light of the statement, 

comment on the Megalithic economy. (250 words) 
Reference: NCERT class XI Ancient Indian history by R S Sharma 
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Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper I, portions of ancient India. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in what way Megalithic economy was a subsistent economy and comment in detail upon the 
features of its economy. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
A detailed analysis of the available archaeological, archaeobotanical and archaeozoological data 
recently by U.S. Moorti (1993), and their correlation with certain environmental factors indicates an 
agro-pastoral base for the megalithic period of South India, with other crafts coming to the fore and 
all plausibly intertwined in a symbiotic relationship with each other. 
Body: 
In the answer body one must explain in detail in what way Megalith economy was a subsistent 
economy. 
Discuss how the basis for their economy was mainly – agriculture, pastoralism, hunting and fishing 
etc. 
Elaborate with suitable examples. 
Conclusion: 
Thus, we can say that the megalithic people practised a highly specialized agro-pastoral economy. 
The divergent economic patterns, which seem to have prevailed then, as is the case even now, were 
not isolated but had a symbiotic relationship with each other. 
Introduction: 

A megalith is a stone which is larger in size and has been used to construct a monument or a 

structure. The monument or the structure has been constructed either alone or together with other 

stones. Megalithic has been used to describe buildings built by people living in many different 

periods from many parts of the world. The construction of this type of structures took place mainly 

in the Neolithic and continued into the Chalcolithic Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age. 

Body: 

Important megalithic sites: Adichannalur, T. Narasipur, Jadigenahalli, Hallur, Chandravalli, 

Brahmagiri and Maski etc. 

Megalithic economy: 

 Agriculture: 

o It was agriculture was the basis of their economy. Megalith builders made it possible for 

the introduction of the advance methods of agriculture on a large scale, based on 

irrigation. 

o Major crops: The archaeological evidence indicates the cultivation of Rice, Ragi, Navane, 

Wheat, Kodo millet, Barley, Hyacinth bean, Horse gram, Black gram, Green gram, 

Common pea, Pigcon pea, Grass pea, Jobs tears, Indian jujube, Goosefoot (Fathen), 

Lentil, Cotton, etc. in the megalithic period of South India. 

 Pastoralism: 
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o Animals like cattle, sheep/goat, dog, pig, horse, buffalo, fowl, ass, etc were 

domesticated on a large scale. 

o The occurrence of the remains of domesticated pig and fowl suggests pig rearing and 

poultry farming on a small scale at many of the sites. 

 Hunting and gathering: 

 

o Hunting was an additional source of the food supply. 

o The equipment used for hunting were arrowheads, spears and javelins etc. 

o The major animals hunted were Wild boar, Hyena, Barking deer, Sambar, Chital, Nilgai, 

Peacock, Leopard, Tiger, Cheetah, Sloth bear, Wild hog, fowl, etc. The animals are 

identified from their skeletal remains. 

 Fishing: 

 

o The archaeological evidence such as the skeletal remains of fish and the equipment used 

for fishing like terracotta net sinkers from Takalghat and fish-hooks from Khapa and 

Tangal show that Megalithic people also practiced fishing. 

 Arts and crafts: 

 

o The major activities were pottery making, lapidary, smithery, carpentry, basketry and 

stone cutting wetc. 

o Major Metals: iron, copper, gold, silver etc. 

o The archaeological evidence The major implements are axes, phoughshares, hoes, 

sickles, spades, etc. 

o Carpentry: axes, chisels, wedges, adzes, anvil, borers, hammer stones, etc were the 

major tools. 

o Pottery: The major pottery of megalithic culture are black-and-red ware (BRW), 

burnished black ware, red ware, micaccous red ware, grey ware, russet coated painted 

ware (RCPW), etc. 

o Other crafts: Bead making, Mat weaving, Stone cutting, Terracotta making, Rock art, etc. 

Conclusion: 

Prehistoric Megaliths or large stone constructions dating before the advent of written history are 

found in huge numbers in all parts of India. Their economy was primarily subsistent economy. 

Coins form an invaluable source in reconstruction of India past. Explain with examples 

from ancient India. (250 words) 
Reference: Art and Culture by Nitin Singhania 
Why the question: 
The question seeks the importance of coins as the source of archaeological evidence the 
reconstruction of Ancient Indian History. 
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Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the significance of coins in the reconstruction of Indian History. Discuss that with relevant 
examples. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with briefly introducing how coins form a invaluable part in reconstruction of India’s Ancient 
past. 
Body: 
Body should explain in detail coinage provides information about various different components of 
Ancient India. 
The body should be clearly demarcated in political, economic, social, cultural and technological 
information provided by the coins of the Ancient Indian age. 
Relevant examples should be provided to substantiate your answers and they should be clearly 
highlighted as it is specifically asked in the questions. 
In a sentence or two, just mention a passing reference regarding certain limitations of the coins as 
source of history. 
Conclusion: 
Summarize the entire answer as to how coins form an invaluable part of the past. 
Introduction: 

The coins are undoubtedly of great importance to the historians, numismatists, sociologists, and 

anthropologists, as it is a valuable source material for the reconstruction of political, religious, 

cultural, social and economic history of a country. The history of Indian coinage begins with silver 

and copper punch-marked coins, datable from about 600 B.C. 

Body: 

Importance of coins in reconstruction of India’s past: 

 The numismatists provide an almost unparalleled series of historical documents. They conjure 

up before us the life and story of those who had issued them and weave the texture of history 

into their being and do not simply illustrate it but furnish authentic information. 

 In India, literature which may furnish as historical evidence in the modern sense being scant, 

does not reveal enough facts about, the rulers, their names, dynasties, their thought and 

actions. But the find these facts well illustrated in many instances on the coins. 

o For instance, we know exclusively from coins that nearly forty Bactrian kings and queens 

ruled over Indo-Gangetic Divide and other parts of northern India for about hundred 

years during 200-100 B.C. The classical writers are almost ignorant about them. 

o This remarkable historical episode, interesting alike to Greece and India, came to the 

knowledge of the world, after nearly two thousand years, only by the discovery of their 

coins in gold, silver and copper from the area under study. 

 Coins have been the principal source of our information about the various tribal and city 

republics and monarchical states that flourished in India during the pre-Christian centuries and 

after. 
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o Even for the history of those who are known from other sources, coin are equally 

important, as the 52 history known from other sources are corroborated, cross-

examined and supplemented by coins. 

 In the realm of religious history, coins play an important role. 

o The coins of Kushanas, who ruled over a great parts of northern India including Indo-

Gangetic Divide during the 1st and second century A.D., bear the effigies of a number of 

Greek, Iranian, Buddhist and Brahmanical gods and goddesses. 

o They reflect not only what popular deities were worshiped amongest the people they 

ruled but also throw light on the development of various pantheons and their 

iconographic forms. 

o The representation of Buddha in human form is noticed for the first time on the coins of 

Kanishka. 

 The also provide us information about foreign relations of that age. 

o For example Gupta coins were issued in the name of Lichchavi princess and this indicates 

a matrimonial alliances between the two dyansties. 

 Coins also throw significant light on economic life of ancient people. They indicate regarding 

trade and commerce. Ex: Bayana Hoard gold coins. 

 Apart from history, coins have also an aesthetic and artistic value. 

o The ‘dies’ from which coins were struck, were the work of the artists of the day. So they 

reflect an idea about the workmanship of the artists and also the aesthetic tastes of the 

people of those times. 

o For example the artistic excellence of the Indo-Bactrian coins need no comment, as the 

portraits of the kings and other figures on them reflect Hellenistic art at its best. 

Conclusion: 

Numismatics throw light on those aspect of history where literary sources are absent or limited. 

Hence, it makes coins invaluable source of ancient Indian history. 

Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the 

present- significant events, personalities, issues. 

To what extent, British policies alone were responsible for ruining of traditional 

handicrafts industries? Explain and give reasons in support of your answer. (250 words) 
Reference: Modern Indian History by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in what way and to what extent British policies alone were responsible for ruining of 
traditional handicrafts industries. 
Directive: 
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Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly narrate the timeline of ruin of traditional handicrafts industry in India during the British 
period. 
Body: 
The Indian handicrafts that had made the country famous, collapsed under the colonial rule. This was 
mainly due to the competition posed by the machine made goods that were imported from Britain. 
The ability of mass production of goods helped Britain to flood the Indian markets with cheap 
products especially cotton textiles. 
The railways facilitated the reach of these goods to remotest parts in India and the procurement of 
raw materials from these parts. The traditional handicrafts industry faced a tough competition from 
these goods produced in bulk. 
The policy of free trade followed by the East India Company helped them to dictate terms of trade. 
They compelled the Indian craftsmen to sell their goods below market price and they hired their 
services at below the prevailing wages etc. 
Conclusion: 
This destroyed the self-sufficient village economy as the destruction of the traditional industries led 
to overcrowding in the agrarian sector. De-industrialization had far reaching effects in different 
sectors of the economy. 
Introduction: 

The systemic ruin of Indian handicraft industries at the expense of Industrially revolutionising Britain 

in which political force was misused to cause economic misery via discriminatory taxation, forceful 

coercion of artisans and market capturing via mercantalistic policies caused the demise of traditional 

Handicraft industries. 

Paul Bairoch, the economic historian estimated that India’s share of manufacturing output in the 

world was as high as 19.7% in 1800. In a span of 60 years, it plummeted to 8.6% (in 1860) and to 

1.4* in 1913. 

Body: 

British policies responsible for ruining of traditional handicrafts industries: 

 Impact of Industrial Revolution: Machine made textile goods of Britain, did the great damage to 

this Indian industry since 1750. Consequent upon industrial revolution in textile industry there 

had been massive growth of British imports in India and the domination of British cloth in the 

Indian market did the havoc; it created large scale unemployment as well as unbelievable drop 

in wages among the spinners and weavers. Cotton industry, jute handloom weaving of Bengal, 

wollen manufactures of Kashmir, silk manufacture of Bengal, hand-paper industry, glass 

industry, lac, bangles, etc. 

 Raw Material Shortage: The process of de-industrialisation of India began with the gradual 

disappearance of raw material for Indian artisans which was taken away to feed English 

machines and consequently moving manufactured products from the list of India’s exports and 

the remarkable growth of manufactures in the list of her imports mainly from Britain. That is 

why it is said that Britain “inundated the very mother country of cotton with cottons”, thereby 

eclipsing India’s traditional handicraft industries. 
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 For example the British exported raw materials, like cotton, indigo for the textile industries in 

Lancashire. As a result, the prices of the raw materials soared high and cost of the handicrafts 

increased. 

 Discriminatory Taxation: C. Dutt held that the tariff policy pursued by the British Government as 

the leading cause or ‘the first among equals’ towards the decay of handicrafts. This tariff policy 

came to be known as ‘one-way free trade’ policy which preached that what was good for 

England was considered to be good for India. To put her manufacturing industries on a sound 

footing at home, England pursued the policy of protection through the imposition of import 

duties. But for India, she preached the gospel of free trade. 

 Eg: British manufacturers were levied an 85% tax for importing Indian hand woven calico (chintz) 

and 44% for importing Indian muslin under the British Raj. On the other hand, British textiles 

were only imposed with a 5% import tax in India. 

 Loss of Native states: The main source or rather the entire source of demand for the products 

of these handicrafts came from the royal courts, and the urban aristocrats. With the abolition of 

the royal court, one source of demand for the products of these crafts dried up. The new 

‘aristocracy’ preferred imported goods. 

 Competition from machine-made goods: In terms of quality, though machine-made goods could 

not compete in quality with the products of the urban weaver, in the matter of lower price and 

deep respect for goods bearing foreign trademark (i.e., change in tastes) he was hopelessly 

beaten by machine-made goods. 

 Price fixing and buyer monopolies: They bound local weaver into contracts and that made 

them sell exclusively to British. The prices were low and exploitative and artisans could recover 

only 80% cost of production. It pushed the artisans toward indebtedness and eventual poverty. 

 Coercing the artisans: The services and the labour of the craftsmen were hired at very low 

wages. It was impossible for the craftsmen to adopt their traditional profession. So they were 

force to abandon those crafts. The worst affected were the weavers of Bengal and textile 

industry of Bengal was virtually closed. It was said that the thumbs of the weavers were cut off. 

Actually it meant that thousands of weavers were made jobless due to closure of weaving 

industry. 

 Acceleration of ruin by railways: Introduction of railways opened a new era for the transport 

system in India. But the railways served the political and economic interest of the British to a 

larger extent. Through railways the machine products of Britain found it much easier to enter 

into the rural India. 

 No efforts to re-industrialise India: There was no attempt for growth of modern industry to take 

the place of the cottage Industries. As a result, the handicraftsman and artisans had no scope to 

find suitable employment according to their skill. Rather, they were compelled to switch over to 

agriculture for employment. 

The above mentioned factors point to the nature of British rule and their mercantilistic policies 

which caused the ruining of industries in India. However there are others factors as well that led to 

their decline such as: 

 Some people argue that the weaknesses in the industrial structure’ itself must also be blamed 

for this decline of handicraft industries. 
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 First, no efforts were made to explore markets for products. India’s foreign trade was in the 

hands of foreigners. This meant that the Indian artisans and producers were at the mercy of 

foreign merchants so far as sales or demand propagation in overseas markets were concerned. 

 Secondly, guild organisation in India was definitely very weak. Finally, she did not possess a 

class of industrial entrepreneurs. 

Though there are some internal factors the led to de-industrialisation of India, but the Indian 

economy had been systematically slaughtered by the British Government and in the process, 

traditional handicraft industries slipped away to their demise and the process of de-industrialisation 

proved to be a process of pure immiseriation for the several million persons. 

The only bright side to it was that the ruin coupled with other miseries heaped upon India led to the 

emergency of economic nationalism India and economic critique become a potent weapon in the 

arsenal of the nationalists. 

Critically examine the motives behind British efforts towards the expansion of modern 

education system. (250 Words) 
Reference: Indian Modern history by Spectrum publications 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of Modern history portions of GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the motives behind British efforts towards the expansion of modern education system and 
analyse them critically. 
Directive: 
Critically examine – When asked to ‘Examine’, we have to look into the topic (content words) in 
detail, inspect it, investigate it and establish the key facts and issues related to the topic in question. 
While doing so we should explain why these facts and issues are important and their implications. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain the expansion of modern education system in the British times. 
Body: 
Critically analyse the development of modern education; The company wanted some educated 
Indians who could assist them in the administration of the land. Also, they wanted to understand the 
local customs and laws well. 
Explain the events that classify the point that motives behind British efforts towards the expansion of 
modern education system were not merely to educate Indians but to have educated class of Indians 
for their benefit. British wanted to introduce modern western education to serve their economic 
interests as English education would convince Indians about the superiority of British goods which 
were machine made, it would make Indians recognize the advantages of trade and commerce. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with significance of it to Indian system. 
 

Introduction: 

The history of modern education in India begins when the East India Company was compelled to 

accept responsibility for the education of Indian with the new act renewing the Company’s privileges 

for a further period of twenty years was passed on by charter act of 1813. The Provision of 
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educational development in India under British rule was an important milestone for future 

development of western education in India. 

Body: 

A brief History of development of education in British India: 

For the first 60 years of its dominion in India the East India Company— a trading, profit-making 

concern—took little interest in the education of its subjects. 

 In 1781, Warren Hastings set up the Calcutta Madrassa for the study and teaching of Muslim law 

and related subjects; and, in 1791, Jonathan Duncan started a Sanskrit College at Varanasi, 

where he was the Resident, for the study of Hindu law and philosophy. Both these institutions 

were designed to provide a regular supply of qualified Indians to help the administration of law 

in the courts of the Company. 

 Missionaries and their supporters and many humanitarians soon began to exert pressure on the 

Company to encourage and promote modern secular westernized education in India. 

 A humble beginning was made in 1813 when the Charter Act incorporated the principle of 

encouraging learned Indians and promoting the knowledge of modern sciences in the country 

The Act directed the Company to spend the sum of one lakh of rupees for the purpose. But 

even this petty amount was not made available by the Company authorities till 1823. 

 For years a great controversy raged in the country on the question of the direction that this 

expenditure should take. While one section of opinion wanted it to be spent exclusively for 

the promotion of modern Western studies(Anglicist), others desired that, while Western 

sciences and literature should be taught to prepare students to take up jobs, emphasis should 

be placed on the expansion of traditional(Oriental) Indian learning. 

 The two controversies were settled in 1835 when the Government of India decided to devote 

the limited resources it was willing to spare to the teaching of Western sciences and literature 

through the medium of English language alone by the famous minute of Lord Macaulay, who 

argued that “Oriental learning was completely inferior to European learning”. 

 This the government would not do as it was not willing to spend more than an insignificant sum 

on education. The officials had recourse to the so-called “downward filtration theory”. It was 

decided to spend the money in educating a few persons from the upper and middle classes who 

were expected to assume the task of educating the masses and spreading modern ideas among 

them. 

 The Wood’s Dispatch of 1854 was another important step in the development of education in 

India. The Dispatch asked the Government of India to assume responsibility for the education of 

the masses. It thus repudiated the “downward filtration” theory. As a result of the directions 

given by the Dispatch, Departments of Education were instituted in all provinces and 

affiliating universities were set up in 1857 at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. 

Motives behind expansion of modern education system in India: 

The British imperial authorities favoured the Western system of education through the English 

medium. They were not inspired by any philanthropic motives and whatever limited efforts they 

made were in the larger interests of the colonial rule. The British did not harbour any bonafide 

intention to educate the people and bring about enlightenment- the basic goal of education. 
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The introduction of new system of education was primarily motivated by the politico-administrative. 

commercial and moral considerations of the British in India which would buttress and perpetuate 

colonial rule. 

 Administrative Considerations: The principle motive behind the introduction of Western 

education was to make administration at lower rung economical. As the British Empire in India 

expanded its territories, administrative structure too grew elaborate and extensive which 

necessitated staffing of low cadre posts. And as it was too expensive an affair and politically not 

advisable to import a huge number of people from England it became political expedient to 

recruit people from Indian strata after providing them a little bit of education and general 

working knowledge. For example: In the revenue and judicial department, the clerical and 

middle level of staff was required to have English language knowledge. 

 Generating a sense of belongings: British education policy was also shaped by their notion that 

Indians imbued with Western knowledge would prove to be help in manifold ways. Western 

education would dispel reactionary attitude and develop in Indians a reconciliatory attitude. This 

would create a sense of belongings. 

 Generating a sense of loyal loyalty: It would give birth to a class of people who would be English 

in attitude, approach and spirit and would act as a buffer, a powerful link between the vast 

population of the subject people and those who governed them. Politically, the newly-educated 

western educated class, unconsciously or consciously became supporters of British rule in India. 

Thus, Macaulay’s dream of creating a class of persons who would be “Indians in blood and 

colour, but English in taste, in opinion, in morals and intellect“. 

 Economic considerations: The British commercial community became strong supporters of the 

cause of Anglicization of education in India. The English educated Indian middle class became 

the great consumers of British goods and would help expand markets in India for British goods. 

 Religious considerations: were linked with the spread of Christianity. The early missionaries, 

who entered in India before 1813, started their education propagation from lowest classes of 

the society, by adopting the native language as a medium of instruction and mainly worked in 

the field of primary education. However, after 1813 they shifted their attention from primary to 

secondary and higher education where they applied English language as a medium of 

instruction. While the main aim of the Christian missionaries was to propagate Christian doctrine 

in Indian soil and for this they adopt the modern system of education. 

 Moral Considerations: The first half of nineteenth century saw the rise of utilitarian ideas. In 

accordance with it, certain reforms were to be taken in the colonies. India was considered a land 

of savages and its education system outdated. According to Macaulay “A single shelf of a good 

European library was worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia“. So it was the 

moral obligation of British to uplift the masses from savagery to civilization. 

Conclusion: 

              The modern education policy was designed and implemented in a way in order to serve the 

interests of the colonial empire and maintain the white supremacy. But however, the modern 

education brought in modern ideas. The ideals of constitutionalism, liberty, equality etc were 

brought in from the west. These new ideas inspired Indian intellectual class as it sowed the seeds of 

nationalism by the late nineteenth century. The nationalism spread and modern Indian education 

was a main conduit for it. While the British wanted to create a loyal class of citizenry with modern 
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western education but the in the long run the exact opposite happened. These inspired and 

educated intelligentsia become a brand of nationalists who became torch bearers of freedom 

struggle in the long run. 

Discuss the contributions of Sri Narayana Guru in social reforms in India. (250 words) 
Reference: Times now News  
Why the question: 
164th birth anniversary of Sree Narayana Guru was observed on 2nd September, Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
The question is straightforward; one has to discuss the contributions of Sri Narayana Guru in social 
reforms in India. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by briefly explaining who Narayan Guru was. 
Body: 
Narayana Guru (1856 – 1928) was a social reformer. He has been credited with transforming the 
social fabric of kerala and changing the beliefs of keralites in ways unimaginable at that point in 
time. He was born into an Ezhava family in an era when people from such communities, which were 
regarded as Avarna, faced much social injustice in the caste-ridden society of Kerala. 
List down his contributions to social reforms in India; He led a reform movement in Kerala, rejected 
casteism, and promoted new values of spiritual freedom and social equality, He preached the 
‘oneness’ of humanity, crossing the boundaries of caste and creed, He also lent his support to the 
Vaikkom Satyagraha which was aimed at temple entry in Travancore for the lower castes. Mahatma 
Gandhi met Guru during this time etc. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of such great personalities in reforming Modern India socially. 
Introduction: 

Sri Narayana Guru is a name that evokes respect – not just in Kerala – but across India and Sri Lanka 

as well. Born on 28 August 1855, he was a man well-versed in the knowledge of religion and 

spirituality and used that knowledge to bind society’s various strata together in a cohesive whole. 

Born into a family that belonged to the Ezhava caste, Narayana Guru led a reform movement against 

the injustice in the caste-ridden society of India that he was born in. His home state Kerala too 

suffered serious divisions among various castes and communities. As a social reformer and spiritual 

leader, Narayana Guru contributed immensely to bringing about spiritual enlightenment and social 

equality. 

The contributions of Sri Narayana Guru in social reforms in India: 

As a Teacher: 

 He began to teach in his native village. He started a school at Meerankadavu and later at 

Anchuthengu. He taught young boys to read, write and study. He used to teach sacred texts like 

the Bhagavad Gita to many people in the hall near the Jnaneshwara Temple. 

 During this period he composed many devotional poems and hymns and the verses he 

composed reflected his search for the true meaning of life. 
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As a guru: 

 Most of the people who came to the Guru were low caste Hindus, who were subjected to 

discrimination and evil practices such as untouchability, contempt, distrust and exploitation and 

who were denied entry into temples owned by high caste people. 

 The Guru’s heart overflowed with affection, love and sympathy for these low caste people. The 

Guru decided to found a temple where all people irrespective of caste or creed could come and 

worship God fearlessly with fruits and flowers holding their heads high and hence a Shiva temple 

was established for people from lower castes much to the opposition of higher castes. 

 Guru’s message to the people is the subject of weekly comment on many platforms, and scores 

of associations have been by various parts of South India to spread his ideals. It can be asserted 

that he has set in motion a force which is bound to spread into a new impetus for the 

regeneration of India and the world. 

Sree Narayana Dharma Paripalana(SNDP) Yogam: 

 The S N D P Yogam became the biggest single organization to propagate the ideals of the Guru 

and to defend the natural and constitutional rights of the socially, culturally and educationally 

backward people of Kerala. 

 The Guru unleashed the momentum for this secular and social thrust by being the inspiration 

and fountain head of a reformist movement. 

 As regards the goal of social change, the Yogam became the Guru’s most effective forum for 

immediate action. It was registered as a joint stock company. Among its objectives were, besides 

the dissemination of the Dharma and the administration of the Mutts and temples, the 

sponsoring of the religious and secular education of the people and also their professional 

advancement. 

 The Guru was above all kinds of religious prejudice`s. He believed in the oneness of all religions. 

“No matter what one’s religion is, it is enough man betters himself”, was his motto. 

Sarada Mutt: 

 In 1912 the Guru founded the Sarada Mutt at Sivagiri, the name given to the Varkala hills. 

 Devotees could have darsan of the Goddess, offer flowers, recite hymns and meditate. No 

customary practices, no offering of food, no festival. The Sarada idol is the concretized symbol of 

the Guru’s message: “Educate and be enlightened.” 

The Vaikkom Satyagraha: 

 The Vaikkom Satyagraha was the first systematically organized agitation in India in 1924 against 

untouchability and to secure the rights of lower castes. The agitation in which the people 

belonging to all castes and religions actively participated drew all-India attention and 

importance. 

 The Guru showed great interest in the Vaikkom Satyagraha and extended much co-operation to 

it because it was a movement against caste discriminations and untouchability. The Guru blessed 

Satyagrahees and permited them to use the Guru’s Velloor Madam. 

 The Guru even initiated a fund to help the satyagrahees. The Guru visited the satyagrahees and 

was fully satisfied with the arrangements made at the Ashrama. The S N D P willingly took over 
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the task of supplying manpower for the Satyagraha, and continued until the Satyagraha was 

stopped.  

Conclusion: 

                Sri Narayan words are recognized as the most modem echo of the ancient wisdom of the 

Orient. In him we had, combined once again, a bird who sang about the aspirations of the soul of 

man, a philanthropist whose one aim in life, night and day, was to devise ways to minimize human 

suffering, and a seer whose daily food and drink was the highest form of truth. 

“The peasant revolts and uprisings in 19th Century India against the colonial rule were 

not religious, but in most of the cases, religion did play very important role.” Discuss the 

nature of Peasant uprisings in 19th Century India with appropriate examples in the 

above context. (250 words) 
Reference: Modern Indian History by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is themed on the concept of peasant revolts and uprisings in 19th Century India against 
the colonial rule. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail the nature of Peasant uprisings in 19th Century India with appropriate examples in 
the above context. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
In the 19th century and early 20th century, there were hundreds of peasants and tribal movements, 
revolts or uprisings in India. Most of these revolts were suppressed by ruthless use of power by the 
British yet; they played a very significant role in the freedom struggle of the country. 
Body: 
Start by discussing the factors responsible for peasant revolts in the country in 19th century. 
Highlight the non-religious factors, the occurrence of recurrent famines etc. then move onto explain 
how religion did play a key role; Religious Movements aimed for liberation of region or ethnic groups 
under new form of government or religious conflicts. During British era, the revolts belonging to this 
category include Kuka Revolt; Moplah Rebellion, etc. Explain these examples and justify. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by highlighting the importance of such peasant uprisings in the freedom struggle of the 
country. 
Introduction: 

                Indian peasants have a long tradition of armed uprisings, reaching back at least to the initial 

British conquest and the last decades of Mughal governmsent. For more than 200 years peasants in 

all the major regions have risen repeatedly against landlords, revenue agents and other bureaucrats, 

money- lenders, police and military force etc. 

Causes of peasant revolts: 

 The major cause of all these civil rebellions taken as a whole was the rapid changes the British 

introduced in the economy, administration and land revenue system. These changes led to the 
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disruption of the agrarian society, causing prolonged and widespread suffering among its 

constituents. 

 Above all, the colonial policy of intensifying demands for land revenue and extracting as large an 

amount as possible produced a veritable upheaval in Indian villages. In Bengal, for example, in 

less than thirty years land revenue collection was raised to nearly double the amount collected 

under Mughals. The pattern was repeated in other parts of the country as British rule spread and 

aggravating the unhappiness of the farmers was the fact that not even a part of the enhanced 

revenue was spent on the development of agriculture or the welfare of the cultivators. 

 Thousands of zamindars and poligars lost control over their land and its revenue either due to 

the extinction of their rights by the colonial state or by the forced sale of their rights over the 

land because of their inability to meet the exorbitant land revenue demanded. The proud 

zamindars and poligars resented this loss even more when they were displaced by rank 

outsiders-government officials and the new men of money merchants and money lenders. Thus 

they, as also the old chiefs, who had lost their principalities, had personal scores to settle with 

the new rulers. 

 Peasants and artisans, as indicated earlier, had their own reasons to rise up in arms and side 

with the traditional elite. Increasing demands for land revenue were forcing large numbers of 

peasants into growing indebtedness or into selling their lands. The new landlords, bereft of any 

traditional paternalism towards their tenants, pushed up rents to ruinous heights and evicted 

them in case of non- payment. The economic decline of the peasantry was reflected in twelve 

major and numerous minor famines from 1770 to 1857. 

 The new courts and legal system gave a further fillip to the dispossessors of land and 

encouraged the rich to oppress the poor. Flogging, torture and jailing of the cultivators for 

arrears of rent or land revenue or interest on debt were quite common. The ordinary people 

were also hard hit by the prevalence of corruption at the lower levels of the police, judiciary and 

general administration. The petty officials enriched themselves freely at the cost of the poor. 

The police looted, oppressed and tortured the common people at will. William Edwards, a British 

official, wrote in 1859 that the police were ‘a scourge to the people’ and that ‘their oppression 

and exaction form one of the chief grounds of dissatisfaction with our governments. 

 The ruins of Indian handicraft industries, as a result of the imposition of free trade in India and 

levy of discriminatory tariffs against Indian goods in Britain, pauperized millions of artisans. The 

misery of the artisans was further compounded by the disappearance of their traditional patrons 

and buyers, the princes, chieftains and zamindars. 

 The scholarly and priestly were also active in inciting hatred and rebellion against foreign rule. 

The traditional rulers and ruling elite had financially supported scholars, religious preachers, 

priests, pundits and maulvis and men of arts and literature. 

Religious Nature of peasant movements in 19th century: 

 Peasant rebels mobilized themselves in to bandit troops, engaged in insurrections under their 

own committees or local popular leaders, or else took part in movements for local liberation 

under charismatic religious leaders. 

 In this sense, a number of religion inspired peasant movements have arisen among Hindus, 

Muslims and tribal peoples in India in the 19th 
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 The purposed of the religion was to mobilize, unite and inspire people and did not have any 

communal undertones. Such movements were collective as they looked forward to a reign of 

bliss on this earth; the transformation from the present evil age is to be total; it is imminent and 

it will come about by supernatural means. 

 All had divine or prophetic leaders who were believed to possess supernatural powers and 

looked forward to a terrestrial state of righteousness and justice in which their enemies would 

be removed or defeated. Most were transformative rather than reformative in their expectation 

of a sudden, total change, and most believed the Golden Age to be imminent and subject to 

some kind of supernatural intervention. 

o These movements included the early movement of Moplah tenants in the 1830s to 

1850s led by the Mambram Tangal. The Muslim Moplah tenants, suffering from rack-

renting, evictions and famine with the spread of cash crop farming and the disruption of 

their formerly stable tenancies,56 were taught by the Tangal that if they would give up 

cultivating, pray diligently, and organise for battle, a ship b)earing arms and modem 

equipment for 40,000 men would miraculously appear on the horizon and the British 

would be driven out of Malabar. 

o The Naikda tribal movement in Gujarat under the Hindu religious leader Joria Bhagat in 

1867-70 

o The Munda tribal movement under Birsa in the 1890s,54 and the Bhil tribal 

movement under Govindgiri, a tribal convert to Hinduism, in 1900- 1912, following a 

severe famine in 1900. The Bhil groups of the Panch Mahals and the Naikdas, both of 

whom probably number fewer than 10,000, came to believe that their leader was 

himself an incarnation of the supreme deity (Parameswar or Siva among the Naikdas and 

Vishnu among the Bhils). Both groups thought that their divine leader could deliver them 

from British. 

Overall Nature of peasant movements in 19th century: 

 Between 1765 and 1857 a large pro- portion of revolts were led by Hindu or Muslim petty rulers, 

former revenue agents under the Moghuls, tribal chiefs in hill regions and local landed military 

officers (poligars) in south India. They were supported by masses of peasants. 

 The revolts were either against the conquest itself and the imposition of heavy revenues on 

existing nobles, or retaliatory attempts to drive out the British after they had dispossessed a 

zamindar or a raja for failing to pay the revenues and had replaced him with some other 

claimant to the estate. 

 The peasants were not blind loyalists. Their own grievances were bitter, for in their efforts 

squeeze out the revenue the Comnpany’s officers often completely pauperised the peasants or 

had them starved, flogged or jailed. 

 

o Example: the famous Santhal tribal revolt of 1855-56, involving a peasant army of 

between 30 and 50 thousand. 

 Some struggles were that of legal resistance. There was very little violence but peasant used 

prayer, petitions, legal and constitutional methods. 
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o Example: Tabna Agrarian Leagues of 1870’s and 1880’s 

 In some case, peasants used social boycott movement. It was organised by the ryots against the 

“outsider” like moneylenders, planters etc. 

o Example Deccan Riots 

Conclusion: 

Peasant movement is a very important part of social movements. Social movements happen because 

of the social exploitation of the lower sections of the society. Peasant movements in India happened 

because of many reasons like the exploitation by the colonial government, exploitation by landlords 

and zamindars and other elite sections of the society. Peasant movements have also the same 

nature and ideology which the social movements have. Peasant movements have also some 

concepts like collective mobilization, organization, leadership, ideology, nature etc. 

The Freedom Struggle – its various stages and important contributors 

/contributions from different parts of the country. 

How were Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM) and Non-Cooperation Movement 

(NCM) fundamentally different in their demands? Elucidate. (250 words) 
Reference: Modern Indian History by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper- I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One is expected to bring out the fundamental differences between Civil Disobedience Movement 
(CDM) and Non-Cooperation Movement (NCM). 
Directive: 
Elucidate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
The non-cooperation and the civil disobedience movements were landmark moments during India’s 
independence struggle. Both played a key role in ensuring that India’s independence from British rule 
was guaranteed on 15th August 1947 and both were the brainchild of Mahatma Gandhi. 
Body: 
Start explaining the two movements and in what way they differed from each other. 
Although both the movements had the complete independence of India in mind, the manner in which 
they were executed and the methodology employed were remarkably different. 
The non-cooperation movement sought the attention of the British colonial authorities by bringing 
the government to a standstill. 
The civil disobedience movement sought to paralyze the government by breaking a specific set of 
rules and administration. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with their importance. 
Introduction: 

The Non-cooperation movement (NCM) and Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM) are two important 

agitations in India’s struggle for Independence which had fundamental impacts in terms of their 

nature, participation and they impact they cause on the British as well as Indian nationalists. 
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Body: 

Demands of Non-Cooperation Movement (NCM): 

 

 Righting the Punjab Wrongdoings: 

o The Rowlatt Act, the imposition of martial law in Punjab and the Jallianwalla Bagh 

massacre exposed the brutal and uncivilised face of the foreign rule. 

o The Hunter Committee on the Punjab atrocities proved to be an eyewash. In fact, the 

House of Lords (of the British Parliament) endorsed General Dyer’s action. 

o The Congress was losing faith in constitutional struggle, especially after the Punjab 

incidents and the blatantly partisan Hunter Committee Report. 

o This became on the factors for launch of NCM 

 Khilafat Issue: 

o The Khilafat issue paved the way for the consolidation of the emergence of a radical 

nationalist trend among the younger generation of Muslims and the section of 

traditional Muslim scholars who were becoming increasingly critical of British rule. 

o This time, they were angered by the treatment meted out to Turkey by the British after 

the First World War. 

o The Muslims in India, as the Muslims all over the world, regarded the sultan of Turkey as 

their spiritual leader, Khalifa, so naturally their sympathies were with Turkey. 

o In India, too, the Muslims demanded from the British: 

o that the Khalifa’s control over Muslim sacred places should be retained, 

(ii) the Khalifa should be left with sufficient territories after territorial arrangements. 

o It was felt that this was a golden opportunity to cement Hindu-Muslim unity and to bring 

Muslim masses into the national movement. 

o In February 1920, Gandhi announced that the issues of the Punjab wrongs and 

constitutional advance had been overshadowed by the Khilafat question and that he 

would soon lead a movement of non-cooperation if the terms of the peace treaty failed 

to satisfy the Indian Muslims. 

 Attainment of Swaraj: 

o December 1920 At the Nagpur session of the Indian National Congress, An important 

change was made in the Congress creed: now, instead of having the attainment of self-

government through constitutional means as its goal, the Congress decided to have the 

attainment of swaraj through peaceful and legitimate means, thus committing itself to 

an extraconstitutional mass struggle. 

o This marked a major shift in the demand of congress. 

 Demands of Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM): 

o In the 1929, Lahore session of Congress, the goal of congress was shifted from Swaraj to 

Purna Swaraj (Complete Independence). 
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o To carry forward the mandate given by the Lahore Congress, Gandhi presented eleven 

demands to the government and gave an ultimatum of January 31, 1930 to accept or 

reject these demands. The demands were as follows. 

 Issues of General Interest: 

o Reduce expenditure on Army and civil services by 50 per cent. 

o Introduce total prohibition. 

o Carry out reforms in Criminal Investigation Department (CID). 

o Change Arms Act allowing popular control of issue of firearms licences. 

o Release political prisoners. 

o Accept Postal Reservation Bill. 

 Specific Bourgeois Demands: 

o Reduce rupee-sterling exchange ratio. 

o Introduce textile protection. 

o Reserve coastal shipping for Indians. 

 Specific Peasant Demands: 

o Reduce land revenue by 50 per cent. 

o Abolish salt tax and government’s salt monopoly. 

With no positive response forthcoming from the government on these demands, the 

Congress Working Committee invested Gandhi with full powers to launch the Civil 

Disobedience Movement at a time and place of his choice. 

Difference between demands of Non-Cooperation Movement (NCM) and Civil Disobedience 

Movement (CDM):  

 The NCM demanded Swaraj (dominion status) but during CDM the ultimate aim was to achieve 

Purna Swaraj that is complete independence. 

 There was no specific demands during the NCM as compared to CDM where demands regarding 

land revenue, exchange rate, reduction of expenditure on army etc were made a part of 

ultimatum given to Lord Irwin. 

 The demand of the Khilafath during NCM was on religious lines whereas all the demands during 

CDM were of secular in nature and most of them in the interest of general public. 

 There was no specific deadline or ultimatum given to the British during NCM. It was outcome of 

a circumstances. 

 Peasant demands were included for the first time. 

Conclusion: 

As seen above, both movements varied in their demands and both left behind a varied legacy as 

well. One thing common to both movement was the fervor of nationalism spread to great heights 

with mass participation as well as faith in Gandhian Satyagraha went on increasing and the hold on 

the colonial empire on India decreased. 
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Participation of women in Indian freedom movement was mostly limited to picketing 

and boycott movements, due to many limitations to their rise to leadership positions. 

Could, this factor be considered as one of the failure of leaders of political struggle, like 

Gandhi and Nehru. Critically analyze. (250 words) 
Reference: Modern Indian history by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The questions talks about participation of women in Indian freedom movement and role of political 
leaders like Gandhi and Nehru and their failure in ensuring full participation of women in the 
movement. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the participation of women in Indian freedom movement and critically analyse the factors 
that limited the participation. 
Directive: 
Critically analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start briefly by mentioning participation of women in Indian freedom struggle. 
Body: 
Hundreds and thousands of women of India had participated in the freedom movement with 
courage. The entire history of the freedom movement is replete with the saga of bravery, sacrifice 
and political sagacity of women. 
Discuss role of women briefly; explain the factors that were responsible for their restricted 
participation.  Women did not get the benefit of Western education. Despite mobilization, the role of 
women was mostly confined to support activities and seldom in leadership had roles, which was 
more of a reflective of society that was India, as women in general also performed support work 
mostly. Thus, most women were comfortable only in women’s gatherings and proceedings. It won’t 
be correct to blame the leadership for this lacuna. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance. 
Introduction: 

                The history of Indian freedom struggle would be incomplete without mentioning the 

contribution of women. The sacrifice made by the women of India newline will occupy the foremost 

place. The history of freedom struggle is replete with the saga of sacrifice, selflessness, bravery of 

women. Many of us don’t know that there were hundreds of women who fought side by side with 

their male counterparts. They fought with true spirit and undismayed courage. The Indian women 

broke away from various restrictions and got out of their traditional home-oriented roles and 

responsibilities. 

Body: 

The participation of women in the freedom struggle and National awakening is simply incredible and 

praiseworthy. However, it is not easy for women to fight as warriors in the male dominating society. 

 Even though females tried to change the perception of such orthodox people who thought 

women are meant to do only household chores. 
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 In the pre-independence period, the status of women within the country was in a deprived state. 

The major cause of this was, there was a prevalence of male dominance. The major 

responsibilities of the women were dedicated towards the implementation of household 

responsibilities and they were not allowed to participate in the implementation of other tasks 

and activities, no where they allowed to express their ideas and viewpoints. 

 During this period, number of systems, were put into operation, which imposed unfavorable 

effects upon women. These include child marriages, restraints were imposed upon widow 

remarriage, female foeticide, female infanticide, purdah system, sati and polygamy. 

 During the period of the East India Company, many social reformers such as Raja Ram Mohan 

Rai, Ishwar Chander Vidya Sagar and Jyotiba Phule had undergone numerous challenges that 

were associated with bringing about changes in the status of women within the Indian society. 

 The women in large numbers provided food and shelter, carried messages and arms. They were 

not always from the elite educated society. The uneducated poor women played this role 

without waiting for any social sanction. Thus the women’s invisible role in the nationalist 

movement, which provided greater support to it had received very little formal 

acknowledgement. 

 Similarly women’s active participation also remained invisible. Some British women who made 

Indian Nationalism their own cause, played an important role as helpers as well as ‘catalysts’, 

such as Annie Besant,Margaret Cousins,Irish sister Nivedita etc.  Margaret cousins wrote a 

spirited letter to Gandhiji for his division of work by sex, as women had been left in the ashram 

and Sabarmati, while men accompanied him in his Dandi March. 

 As a consequence the Gandhian appeal first attracted the educated elite women with well-

placed husbands and servants. To these women family was the first priority than Nation. The 

new patriarchy of nationalism gave women a new social responsibility of not to alienate men, 

but to maintain the cohesiveness of family life and solidarity with the kin group. In addition by 

associating the task of “female emancipation” with sovereign nationhood, nationalism bound 

them to yet legitimate subordination. 

 The social reform did help to improve the status of Indian women but the merger of both had 

diluted the strength of both the movement. Everything the women had to do within the 

patriarchal family was not given importance as because the women were not seen as individuals. 

It was their hard work and readiness for come what may have helped them to prove their 

strength during the Civil Disobedience Movement, Salt Satyagraha and the Quit India 

Movement. 

 It is the inner strength of women that came up during the Extremist Movement in Bengal, when 

a galaxy of young girls readily sacrificed their lives for the freedom movement and innumerable 

number of women provided support to freedom fighters, looked after their families in the 

absence of their fathers, husbands and sons. 

 Participation in the national movement was not limited within the elite class. They did provided 

the organizational base and ideas to the common women but once aroused they became a 

strong part in the national movement. The Swadeshi Movement marked the formation of 

women organizations. These organizations became the medium for expression of women’s 

opinion. 
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o At the same time they were a training ground for the women, who would later take up 

the leadership role in the social and political institutions. Renowned historian Geraldine 

Forbes had pointed out that ‘these institutions played an important role in the 

formation of Nation’. The women organizations though build on the western model tried 

their best to adapt the role of an ideal Indian woman, as a companion of man and an 

ideal mother and at the same time standing for the savior of the country. 

o Some important organizations of the period are Mahila Shilpa Samiti (1906-1908), 

Bharat Stri Mahamandal, The Hindu Ladies Social and Literacy Cell, Gujrati Stree Mondal. 

The Bharat Mahila Parishad organized several educational programmes in which notable 

women like Ramabai, Annie Besant, Sarojini Naidu and several others gave speech. 

o Local Muslim women’s organization was also found in the early 20th Century by the 

upper class Muslim women. In these organizations both Hindu and Muslim women 

started to define their own interests and proposed solution, and action was taken 

through association. Thus we see though the associations were initially urban and 

organized by upper class elite women yet it had the desire to serve all class of women. It 

was the members of these associations who were drawn to the nationalist movement by 

nationalist leaders like Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru. 

 In the swadeshi movement the Bengali men sought the help of women to strengthen it. The 

nationalists gave religious colour to the movement, by comparing women with ‘Shakti’ (primal 

power). It is the hidden strength in every woman which comes in front in the period of crisis. 

This touched the heart of women who could effortlessly identify themselves as parts however 

small with ‘Shakti’. 

o Women as a form of protest observed ‘arandhan’, ‘rakshabandhan’ etc. with great 

enthusiasm. Swarna kumari Debi, Kumudini Mitra, Banalata Debi and many others 

actively propagated for using Swadeshi goods. Sarala Debi played an important 

organizational role, she established at her residence in Calcutta a centre for physical 

culture. She also tried to infuse a martial sprit in the members of the club by introducing 

Birastami Brata and by organizing Pratapaditya and Udayaditya Utsav. 

 In the first phase of revolutionary movement we also see women participating in manufacturing 

bombs. Radha Rani Roy wife of Motilal Roy and Netrakshi Ghosh niece of Sagarkali Ghosh 

became expert in mixing and pounding chemicals for manufacturing crude explosives. 

 During the Non- Cooperation Movement women in different parts of India joined processions, 

propagated the use of khadi and charkha, some of them left government schools and colleges. 

Renuka Roy, Vijaylaxmi Pundit and many others left the government institutions and joined the 

movement. Basanti Debi wife of C.R.Das asked women to boycott foreign goods. In Bengal 

women in numbers joined the protest. Women of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri took the idea of 

spinning wheels. Helen Lepcha joined the Ahmedabad session of Indian National Congress 

 In the Salt satyagraha, Sarojini Naidu along with a band of women followed Gandhi inspite of his 

objection in the beginning. Women in large number joined her to Dharasana where Gandhi had 

given her the Leadership. Not only did the women supported the salt Satyagraha, they also 

turned their own houses the shelter of Congress workers. They started selling small packages of 

salt at street corners, picketed shops and prevented men from entering liquor shops. The 

awakening of these women was mostly self-motivated. 
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 Beside the women joining the nationalist movement called by Gandhi, there were few women 

who did not believe in the path of non- violence. 

o They were active in Bengal, Dacca, Comilla and Chittagong. Kalpana Joshi, Preetilata 

wadedkar were associated with the Chittagong armoury raid, Preetilata died while 

assisting Masterda Surya Sen. 

o Shanti and Suniti two young girls of Commilla shot dead Stevens the District Magistrate 

of Commilla in December 1931 and were given life imprisonments. Few of them had 

come in front but there were many others whose life and contribution still had to be 

reconstructed. 

 The peasant women were in large participants of various Gandhian movements; they from time 

to time refused to pay tax and had protested even in lying down on streets. But in the Tebhaga 

movement their expression was much matured, they fought for their own cause. 

 In the Quit India Movement almost all the top leaders of congress were arrested even before the 

movement took its shape, yet the movement was carried on with the full enthusiasm of the 

participants. 

o Aruna Asaf Ali and Usha Mehta efficiently took up the mantel of leadership of Congress. 

o In Assam a young girl named Kanaklata Barua led a procession of five hundred women 

and was killed by the police. 

o In Midnapore Matangini Hazra was killed while leading a protest procession. 

 Thus we see that the Gandhian movement broke its restriction and move on its own discourse 

and the women were more formative in their protest. 

Conclusion: 

Though initially sidelined in their early phase of Gandhian movement, but Mahatma Gandhi realized 

the importance of women as we saw a gradual increase in the participation of women in the national 

movement thereafter. They even became an important part in upper leadership with Sarojini Naidu 

becoming President of Kanpur Congression session. But overall leadership remained with men. 

The nationalist discourse of the nineteenth century had thus given a new shape to the traditional 

role of Indian women as mothers and wives in a modernized form with a patriotic flavor. Politics was 

integrated with the women social reform movements. The women long secluded in their private 

domain controlled by men came out in large numbers. In their political participation thus comes out 

their collective aspirations along with their nationalistic demand. 

Examine the salient features of the Indian independence act (1947) relating to the 

transfer of power. (250 words) 
Reference: Struggle for India’s Independence by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper I and aims to analyse the Indian independence 
act (1947) relating to the transfer of power. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Answer should direct provisions which explain transfer of power. 
Directive: 
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Examine – When asked to ‘Examine’, we must look into the topic (content words) in detail, inspect it, 
investigate it and establish the key facts and issues related to the topic in question. While doing so 
we should explain why these facts and issues are important and their implications. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Write introductory lines on why and what led to passage of act. 
Body: 
Write important provisions which are related to transfer of power. For instance it ended the British 
rule in India and declared India as an independent and sovereign state from August 15, 1947. It 
abolished the office of viceroy, abolished the office of the secretary of state for India etc. 
It aimed to empower India to legislate for the territory till the new constitutions were drafted and 
enforced. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with optimistic lines that Independence Act of 1947 represents sacrifice and struggle of 
national leaders, peasants, women and children. It was a hard earned gift given to us by our freedom 
forefathers. 
Introduction: 

The Indian Independence Act, 1947, crucial because it enabled the transfer of power from the Crown 

to India in an amicable manner, was passed in British Parliament on July 5 that year, and received 

royal assent on July 18. A plan was formulated to split the British Indian colonies into India and 

Pakistan by Viceroy of India Lord Louis Mountbatten and Prime Minister of Britain Clement Attlee on 

June 3, 1947, after consultations with the main stakeholders — Indian National Congress, the 

Muslim League and representatives of the Sikh community. 

Body: 

 

Salient features of Indian Independence Act 1947 are: 

 The Indian Independence Act was based upon the Mountbatten plan of 3rd June 1947 and was 

passed by the British parliament in 1947. 

 It provided for two dominion states : India and Pakistan 

 The boundaries between the two dominion states were to be determined by a Boundary 

Commission which was headed by Sir Cyril Radcliff. 

 It provided for partition of Punjab & Bengal and separate boundary commissions to demarcate 

the boundaries between them. 

 Pakistan was to comprise the West Punjab, East Bengal, Territories of the Sind, North West 

frontier provinces, Sylhet divisions of Assam, Bhawalpur, khairpur, Baluchistan and 8 other 

princely states of Baluchistan. 

 The authority of the British Crown over the princely states ceased and they were free to join 

either India or Pakistan or remain independent. 

 Both the dominions of India and Pakistan were to have Governor Generals to be appointed by 

the British King. The act also provided for a common Governor General if both of them agreed. 

 The constituent assemblies of both the states were free to make constitutions of their respective 

countries. 

 For the time being till the constitution was made, both of them would be governed in 

accordance with the Government of India act 1935. 

 British Government would not continue any control on any dominion. 

 The Governor general was invested with adequate powers until March 1948 to issue orders for 

effective implementation of the provisions of the Indian independence act 1947 
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 Those civil servants who had been appointed before the August 15, 1947, will continue in service 

with same privileges. 

 The Constituent Assemblies also had the power to repeal any Act of the British Parliament 

Evaluation of the features of act: 

 Hastened act:the lack of clarity on the border still has its repercussions today with constant 

tussle between India and Pakistan. The same is the case with border on Chinese side. 

 Jammu and Kashmir question:Jammu and Kashmir has been the bone of contention even today. 

 Rise in communal feeling:Another unforeseen consequence of Partition was that Pakistan’s 

population ended up more religiously homogeneous than originally anticipated. 

 Suspicion: Indian Muslims are frequently suspected of harbouring loyalties towards Pakistan; 

non-Muslim minorities in Pakistan are increasingly vulnerable thanks to the so-called 

Islamisation of life there since the 1980s. 

Conclusion: 

Seven decades on, well over a billion people still live in the shadow of Partition. Thus, post-partition 

fragmented identities strengthened and much celebrated value of tolerance and acceptance appears 

to have weakened disturbing social harmony in the country. Exploitation of religious sentiments for 

political gains has further polarized the society. 

 The British rule has been often been described as the reason for drain of Indian wealth 

to Britain. In this light discuss constituent of economic drain and consequences of the 

same. (250 words) 
Reference: India’s freedom struggle by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is premised on the events of drain of wealth during the British rule in our country. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the reasons causing drain of wealth in the British rule; explain the constituents of economic 
drain and its consequence in detail. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
The constant flow of wealth from India to England for which India did not get an adequate economic, 
commercial or material return has been described as drain of wealth from India. Dadabhai Naoroji 
gave ‘drain of wealth theory’ in his book ‘Poverty and Un-British Rule in India’. Scholarly, estimate 
drain of wealth to be around 9% of India’s GDP in 18th century and 6% of GDP in 19th century. 
Body: 
In the answer body explain the various constituents of drain of wealth. 
Discuss specifically the economic component in particular – like it included movement of private 
funds to England, money paid to banks, insurance companies, shipping companies in England for the 
services they render in India, Company’s remittances to England (Home Charges) etc. 
Explain then what the consequences were of such a drain of wealth on India and its economy. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that thus, British methods of exploitation though less painful but resembled the blood-
sucking leeches. 
Introduction: 
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                A significant portion of India’s national wealth was transferred to England without any quid 

pro quo. The experts described such ‘Drain’ on India’s resources as the transfer of resources from 

India to England either by getting nothing in return or getting only disproportionately a smaller part 

of such transfer of resources. 

Body: 

Estimate of the Drain: 

Although it was impossible to make a correct estimate of the extent of drain from India in the form 

of resources and gold bullion flowed from India to Great Britain, during the British rule, however 

some estimates were made on the extent of such drain. 

 Verelst estimated that during the period of five years just after Battle of Plassey, total volume of 

drain from India in terms of goods and bullion was 4, 94, 16, 11 pounds sterling. 

 B. Saul also made an estimate of such drain based on balance of payments alone and his figure 

for the year 1880 alone amounted to 4.14 per cent of India’s national income. 

 Dadabhai Naoroji also made an estimate of drain which was around Rs 8 million. Later on, the 

volume of drain estimated by Naoroji was Rs 12 million in 1870, Rs 25 crore in 1893. In 1897, 

Naoroji made another estimate of drain for the ten year period of 1883-92 and found the total 

drain at Rs 359 crore. In 1905, total amount of drain calculated by Naoroji was Rs 51.5 crore. 

 Another estimate was made by G.V. Joshi for the period 1834 to 1838 and total amount of drain 

from India during this period was estimated at nearly 600 million sterling. 

 E. Wacha’s estimate of drain in 1901 was to the extent of Rs 30 to Rs 40 crore per year. 

 N. Banarjee’s estimate of average annual drain for the last 30 years of 19th century was of the 

order of 30 million. 

 C. Dutta’s estimate of drain was found to be around 20 million per year during the early part of 

20th century.  

Constituent of economic drain: 

The person who first raised this issue of drain of resources from India to England was Dadabhai 

Naoroji in his book “Poverty and Un-British Rule in India” published in the year 1871. Dadabhai 

Naoroji tried to explain in his book the causes of drain, to measure the extent of such drain and to 

find the consequences of such drain. 

Dadabhai Naoroji in his book observed, “The drain consists of two elements the first, arising from 

the remittances by European Officials of their savings, and for their expenditure in England for their 

various wants both there and in India ; from pensions and salaries paid in England; and the second 

that arising from remittances by non-official Europeans. 

Dadabhai Naoroji observed that the following factors were responsible for the economic drain from 

India: 

 Remittances to England by European employees for supporting their families and education of 

their children—which may be considered a feature of colonial system of government. 

 Remittances of savings by the employees of the East India Company as they preferred to invest 

at home. 

 Remittances for purchasing British goods demanded by British employees as well as purchasing 

British goods in India. 

 Government purchase of stores manufactured in Great Britain. 
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 Interest charges on public debt held in Britain (which excluded interest payment on railway loans 

and other debts incurred for productive works). 

 Home charges were consisting of interest on public debt raised from England, annuities on 

account of railways and irrigation works and payments to British employees, employed in India 

as well as pensions to retired employees worked in India 

Consequence of the Drain: 

The huge amount of drain of resources and bullions from India to England created a serious impact 

on the economy of India and a favourable effect on the economy of England. 

Effects of the Drain on England: 

 A huge volume of drain of resources and capital from India to England resulted a better standard 

of living in Great Britain. The Drain also resulted huge investments in England agriculture and 

industry after 1750. These investments were partially responsible for agriculture revolution in 

England and the 18th Century and also for Industrial Revolution in England after 1750. 

 England attained the take-off stage of its growth by utilising the resources drained out of India. 

Huge amount of remittances from British officials in the form of saving and pensions after 

serving in India empowered those people to devote on construction of roads, railways and 

canals, new inventions and also for bringing rapid changes in all different sectors of its economy. 

Thus Drain of resources were responsible for laying foundation of economic prosperity in England.  

Effects of the Drain on India: 

 Huge drain of resources from India into England had resulted disastrous effects on Indian 

economy and its people. Huge amount of these resources which could be invested in India were 

snatched and siphoned off to England. 

 Huge public debt undertaken by the Government and its payment of interest necessitated 

increasing tax burden on the people of India, which were highly regressive in nature. As per 

Dadabhai Naoroji’s estimates, tax burden in India during 1886 was 14.3 per cent of its total 

income which was very high as compared to 6.93 per cent in England. 

 Moreover, these tax proceeds were mostly used for making payments to British creditors and 

not for the social services and welfare activities of Indians. This type of drain of tax proceeds 

from India impoverished the agriculture, industry and trading activities in India and was largely 

responsible for stagnant stage of its economy during the 18th and 19th centuries. 

 Although the British undertook responsibility of maintaining law and order, centralised political 

and judicial administration, roads, railways, educational set up etc. but the extent of draining out 

of resources was too excessive leading to stagnation of the economy and poor and miserable 

condition of Indian masses. 

 Nationalist leaders of India analysed the various harmful effects of Drain in different ways. 

 As per Dadabhai Naoroji’s opinion, the drain of resources was the major and sole cause of India’s 

poverty. Naoroji, R.C. Dutta and S.N. Banerjee were also of the opinion that the drain had 

created harmful effects on the level of income and employment of India. Drain had resulted loss 

of generation of income and employment in the country. 

 In this connection, R.C. Dutta observed, “For when taxes are raised and spent in a country, the 

money circulates among the people, fructifies trade, industries and agriculture, and in one shape 

or another reaches the mass of the people. But when the taxes in a country are remitted out of 

it, the money is lost to the country forever. It does not stimulate her trade or industries or reach 

the people in any form.” 
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 The national leaders were of the opinion that drain of resources resulted loss of capital rather 

than loss of wealth. Drain resulted a huge depletion of productive capital leading to fall in the 

volume of investable resources in the country. This aspect of the loss of capital was considered 

as core issue of the Drain theory of Naoroji. 

 This drain of resources resulted industrial retardation in our country g.v. joshi, in this connection 

observed, “No nation can stand such a drain and yet hold its own in the industrial field.” 

 C. Dutta had also tried to establish a causal relationship between the drain of resources and the 

improvement of the peasantry. He argued that the drain was paid mainly out of land revenue 

realised from the peasants. 

Conclusion: 

                As a result, British industries established in India drained out further resources in the form 

of regular remittances of interests and profit from India into Britain. Thus such a large size of 

economic drain created a serious hurdle in the path of economic development of India till 1947 and 

was also largely responsible for growing poverty in the country but the drain also handed a potent 

weapon in the hands moderates to critique the British. 

Discuss the emergence, significance and decline of the Home Rule League movement 

during freedom struggle of India. (250 words) 
Reference: Modern Indian History by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the topic of Home Rule League movement from GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One has to narrate in detail emergence, significance and decline of the Home Rule League movement 
during freedom struggle of India. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
In short, discuss the background of the movement. 
Body: 
Between the years 1916 and 1918, the Indian independence movement witnessed the growth and 
spread of the home rule movement spearheaded by leaders like Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Annie 
Besant. The aim of the home rule movement was the attainment of home rule or a dominion status 
for India under the British Empire along the lines of countries like Canada and Australia. This 
movement was carried out through the two home rule leagues. 
Explain all the three phases – emergence, significance and decline in detail with necessary events 
that showcase them. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude your answer by bringing out the contributions that the movement made to freedom 
struggle of the country. 
Introduction: 

The home rule movement was the Indian response to the First World War in a less charged but in a 

more effective way. With people already feeling the burden of war time miseries caused by high 

taxation and a rise in prices, Tilak and Annie Besant ready to assume the leadership the movement 

started with great vigour. Two Indian Home Rule Leagues were organised on the lines of the Irish 

Home Rule Leagues and they represented the emergence of a new trend of aggressive politics. The 
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League campaign aimed to convey to the common man the message of home rule as self-

government. 

 Body: 

 Objectives of Home Rule Movement: 

 To achieve self-government in India. 

 To promote political education and discussion to set up agitation for self-government. 

 To build confidence among Indians to speak against the government’s suppression. 

 To demand a larger political representation for Indians from the British government. 

 To revive political activity in India while maintaining the principles of the Congress Party. 

Major contributions of Home Rule Movement to the freedom struggle of India:  

 The leagues organised demonstrations and agitations. 

 There were public meetings in which the leaders gave fiery speeches. 

 They were able to create a stir within the country and alarm the British to such an extent that 

Annie Besant was arrested in June 1917. 

 This move by the British created a nation-wide protest and now even moderate leaders joined 

the league. Besant was released in September 1917. 

 The Home Rule League functioned throughout the year as opposed to the Congress Party whose 

activities were confined to once a year. 

 The movement was able to garner huge support from a lot of educated Indians. In 1917, the two 

leagues combined had around 40,000 members. 

 Many members of the Congress and the Muslim League joined the league. Many prominent 

leaders like Muhammad Ali Jinnah, Joseph Baptista, G S Kharpade and Sir S Subramanya Iyer 

were among its members. 

 The moderates, extremists and the Muslim League were briefly united through this movement. 

 The movement was able to spread political consciousness to more regions in the country. 

 This movement led to the Montague Declaration of 1917 in which it was declared that there 

would be more Indians in the government leading to the development of self-governing 

institutions ultimately realising responsible governments in India. 

 This Declaration, also known as August Declaration, implied that the demand for home rule 

would no longer be considered seditious. This was the biggest significance of the movement. 

Reasons for movement to fade out: 

 The movement was not a mass movement. It was restricted to educated people and college 

students. 

 The leagues did not find a lot of support among Muslims, Anglo-Indians and non-Brahmins from 

Southern India as they thought home rule would mean a rule of the upper caste Hindu majority. 

 Many of the moderates were satisfied with the government’s assurance of reforms (as preluded 

in the Montague Declaration). They did not take the movement further. 

 Annie Besant kept oscillating between being satisfied with the government talk of reforms and 

pushing the home rule movement forward. She was not able to provide firm leadership to her 

followers. Although ultimately she did call the reforms ‘unworthy of Indian acceptance’. 

 In September 1918, Tilak went to England to pursue a libel case against Sir Ignatius Valentine 

Chirol, British journalist and author of the book ‘Indian Unrest’. The book contained deprecatory 

comments and had called Tilak the ‘Father of Indian Unrest.’ 

 The Government made use of Defence of India Act, 1915 to curb the activities of the agitators. 
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 Students were prohibited from attending Home Rule meetings. 

 Tilak was prosecuted and his entry in Punjab and Delhi was banned. 

 Indian Press Act of 1910 was imposed on the press and restrictions were enforced. 

 Tilak’s absence and Besant’s inability to lead the people led to the movement’s fizzing out. 

 The movement was left leaderless with Tilak going abroad and Besant unable to give a positive 

lead. 

 After the war, Mahatma Gandhi gained prominence as a leader of the masses and the Home 

Rule Leagues merged with the Congress Party in 1920. 

Conclusion:  

The home rule movement lent a new dimension and a sense of urgency to the national movement. 

Although its role in the Indian independence movement had been modest, it did succeed in helping 

to sustain the movement’s impetus during the war years—as manifested in the signing of the 

Lucknow Pact in December 1916.  

History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial 

revolution, world wars, redrawal of national boundaries, colonization, 

decolonization. 

While, the First World War had many far-reaching impacts on the Western Europe and 

USA, but affected India too. Elaborate on the impact of First World War on India. (250 

words) 
Reference: World history by Norman Lowe 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper-I, world history. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the effect of World War 1 on India in detail. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain how the First World War had many far-reaching impacts on the Western Europe and 
USA. 
Body: 
India being the biggest colony of Britain was pulled-off into British war efforts. The war had many 
effects on India; explain the effects ranging from social, political and economic etc. 
Discuss each aspect in detail. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that defeat of Ottoman Empire and abolishment of caliphate caused widespread anger 
among Muslim population. For supporting Britain in war, Indian nationalists were expecting some 
freedom for India after its end, however, this didn’t happen and the mood in India became more 
militant. Far-reaching effect of the World War I, however, was the rise of Mahatma Gandhi who 
transformed the very nature of the Indian national movement. 
 

Introduction: 
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                World War I, also known as the Great War, began in 1914 after the assassination of 

Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria. His murder catapulted into a war across Europe that lasted 

until 1918. During the conflict, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and the Ottoman Empire (the 

Central Powers) fought against Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy, Romania, Japan and the United 

States (the Allied Powers). Thanks to new military technologies and the horrors of trench warfare, 

World War I saw unprecedented levels of carnage and destruction. By the time the war was over and 

the Allied Powers claimed victory, more than 16 million people—soldiers and civilians alike—were 

dead. 

Body: 

Impact on western Europe: 

Political impact: 

 As regards the map of Europe, the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empires were broken up and 

drastically shrunk, while Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia were all born or reborn as nation 

states. 

 Germany was reduced in size and forced to pay substantial reparations. The Kaiser went into 

exile, and Germany plunged into economic and political chaos that paved the way for the rise of 

Hitler. 

Economic Impact: 

 Most of the European countries underwent devastation and destruction. The crisis came to the 

fore after the war with large scale unemployment, high inflation and countries plunging in to 

recession. 

 The war also had major consequences for the European socialist and labour movement. 

Although well organized in many countries, including Britain, France and Germany, the socialist 

movement failed to stop the war in 1914. 

 Initially skilled workers in the armaments industry were not only exempted from military service 

but also enjoyed higher wages and better food in return for the banning of strike action. But as 

the war continued living and working conditions for factory workers gradually declined. 

 Socialist groups began to agitate for peace, a process that received a boost as a result of the 

1917 Russian revolution. At the end of the war in 1918 the socialist and trade union movement 

was much stronger than in 1914. 

Socio-cultural impact: 

 The war also had major implications for the class structures in Europe. The upper classes 

suffered proportionately greater losses in the fighting than any other class, a fact that ensured 

that a resumption of the pre-war status quo was impossible. 

 The decline of the upper classes was further hastened by the introduction of broad universal 

suffrage in Europe. The extension of the franchise, coupled with an explosion in trade unionism, 

afforded the working classes greater political and social representation. The various armies had 

also to promote new officers from humble backgrounds who were not willing to continue the 

culture of deference to the upper classes. 
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 It also forced women into jobs that had previously been a male preserve. Many of the women 

whom the war effort had forced out of domestic service and into factories found themselves 

unwilling to relinquish their new independence. The War thus gave a boost to demands for 

women’s emancipation. 

Technological impact: 

 The First World War changed the nature of warfare. Technology became an essential element in 

the art of war with airplanes, submarines, tanks all playing important new roles. 

 Mass production techniques developed during the war for the building of armaments 

revolutionised other industries in the post-war years. 

 The first chemical weapons were also used when the Germans used poisonous gas at Ypres in 

1915. 

 Modern surgery was born in the First World War, where civil and military hospitals acted as 

theatres of experimental medical intervention. Millions of veterans survived the war but were 

left maimed, mutilated and disfigured. 

 The First World War also led doctors to start to study the emotional as opposed to the physical 

stress of war. Shell shock and traumatic shock were identified as common symptoms. 

 Impact on U.S.A: 

 The real winner of the First World War was the United States. It was late in entering the war, 

only in 1917, but emerged far stronger than most other nations as it had not suffered either the 

bloodletting or the wasted industrial effort of the major European nations. 

 It became, al-most overnight, the leading financial power in the world, elbowing Britain out of its 

way enroute to becoming the world’s banker. 

 The American industries made huge profits during the war. The got unencumbered loans for 

production but after the war, there was a sudden drop in demand. 

 This created a cycle of bust which witnessed thousands of businesses going bankrupt, hundreds 

of banks closing, share market collapsed and America followed by other capitalistic countries fell 

in to The Great Depression. 

The impact of First World War on India:  

 Nearly 1.5 million Indians fought in the First World and thousands of Indians perished in the war 

for the allies. 

 When the war broke out, a large number of Indian nationalists vocally came out in support of 

and campaigned for the war effort. Contributing to the war, they believed, would allow Indian to 

demand greater freedoms from Great Britain. For a large section of the political establishment 

complete independence was not on the agenda at the time. Instead they aspired to home rule 

and a style of government similar to Britain’s white dominions. As the Congress leader Bal 

Gangadhar Tilak took to saying, “Purchase war debentures but look at them as title deeds of 

Home Rule”. 

 In August 1917 Edwin Montagu, the Secretary of State for India, announced that British policy in 

India was now aimed at “increasing association of Indians in every branch of the administration, 
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and the gradual development of self-governing institutions, with a view to the progressive 

realisation of responsible government in India as integral part of the British Empire”. 

 The war years were difficult ones for Indians on the home front whose lives were negatively 

impacted by massive recruitment efforts, high taxes and a sharp rise in prices. Prices of imported 

basic necessities such as salt, sugar, cloth, iron and steel, and kerosene became rose and 

hoarding and profiteering only made matters for the Indian consumer worse. As a result 

disgruntlement against the government increased. 

 There was a sharp increase in demand for Indian goods in Britain as production capabilities in 

Britain itself were diverted to the war effort. However, the disruption in shipping lanes because 

of the war also meant that Indian industry faced dislocations because of the shortage of inputs 

that were earlier imported from Britain and Germany. There was excess demand as well as 

supply bottlenecks. 

 Inflation was high. Industrial prices nearly doubled in the six years after 1914. Accelerating prices 

benefitted Indian industry, as was also the case during World War II a few decades later. Farm 

prices rose as well, but at a slower pace than industrial prices. The internal terms of trade moved 

against agriculture. This trend continued for most of the next few decades, and especially during 

the collapse in global commodity prices during the Great Depression. The rapid rise in industrial 

prices as well as improving internal terms of trade for Indian industry benefitted industrial 

enterprises. 

 The British realised that their most important colony needed strategic industrial depth if it had 

to be successfully held during disruptions such as a world war. The long nationalist campaign for 

the state to support Indian industrialization began to bear fruit. The colonial state finally 

accepted the need for a specific policy framework to support industrial investment in India. 

 The war years were also witness to increased political turbulence with intensifying revolutionary 

activity, particularly on the part of the revolutionary Ghadar movement which aimed to gain 

India’s independence, by violence if necessary. The war had drained India of troops and at one 

point a mere 15,000 soldiers were physically present in the subcontinent. For revolutionaries, 

like the Ghadar, this weakness was ripe for exploiting and their violent activities flourished – 

particularly in Punjab and Bengal. 

 To curtail an anti-government propaganda the British reacted with a battery of repressive 

measures that were given legal standing through the Defence of India Act, which was passed in 

1915 despite strong nationalist objections. Under the act, local authorities had more power to 

prevent rumours, deal with incitement of ‘hatred’ and make wholesale arrests. 

 As discontent in India continued to swell the government enacted the repressive ‘Rowlatt’Act in 

March 1919. The Act aimed to extend indefinitely the wartime restrictions on civil liberties 

through a system of special courts and detention without trial and was met with near 

unanimous political opposition. In reaction Mahatma Gandhi launched his first mass civil 

disobedience movement. And it was in reaction to the Act that on 13 April a peaceful, unarmed 

crowd gathered in Amritsar’s Jallianwalla Bagh and was subsequently shot at under the orders of 

Brigadier General Reginald Dyer, without any provocation “to produce a moral effect”. The 

massacre was crucial in spreading unrest of a sort that British hadn’t seen since the 1857 

rebellion across the country. 
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 The war did have an impact on the development of a political consciousness among some 

former soldiers and while the extent of this is hard to document colonial archives do tell us that 

former soldiers did play a role in the burgeoning national movement. For many Indian troops the 

war was an experience that broadened their horizons and increased their knowledge of the 

world – they had been exposed to new geographies, cultures and ideas and this impacted the 

way they negotiated life in India as well. 

Conclusion: 

The Indian national movement, and the country’s socio-economic development did not take place in 

isolation. World War I linked India to global events in profound ways with far-reaching 

consequences. 

The present geopolitical order mirrors the situation in the 20th century which resulted 

in two world wars and a prolonged cold war. Elucidate. (250Words) 
Source: The Hindu  

Introduction: 

The rise of China is an epochal development that could change the international system drastically. If 

China was primarily an agrarian, feudal, backward country in 1949 at the time of the revolution, it is 

radically different today. Decades of economic reforms under the tight control of the Communist 

Party has transformed the country into an industrial and technological powerhouse. It is only a 

matter of time before China overtakes the U.S. to become the world’s largest economy. 

This economic rise has had strategic consequences as well. China, the world’s second-largest military 

spender after the U.S., has established itself as the mightiest force in the Asia-Pacific, with the clear 

ambition of becoming a global superpower. This rapid rise has upset the existing equilibrium of the 

global order, which has been largely centred around the U.S., at least since the collapse of the Soviet 

Union in 1991. 

Body: 

These events have historical parallels: 

 The rise of imperial Germany in the late 19th century and the rise of the Soviet Union in the 20th 

century shaped the global order too. 

 While the roots of the First World War can be traced back to imperial Germany’s quest to 

become a superpower. 

o Imperial Germany’s rise as an industrial and military power after the Franco-Prussian 

War of 1870 and the subsequent unification of Germany disrupted the power dynamic in 

Europe, which was dominated by Great Britain and France. 

o Germany’s quest for new markets (colonies) for its products, backed by the national big 

business and the financial oligarchy, heightened tensions between colonial powers. The 

economic tensions spilled into the military arena, with Germany adopting Weltpolitik 

(world politics, its expansive foreign policy doctrine). 

o Threatened by a resurgent Germany, Britain and France joined Russia to form the Triple 

Entente. This, in turn, heightened Germany’s paranoia that its natural rise was being 
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curtailed. To break this ‘maximum moment’ (where its natural rise had come to a stall), 

Germany was ready to go to war. The result was the First World War. 

 Similar to how imperial Germany’s rise upset Great Britain, China’s rise has upset the reigning 

superpower, the U.S. And similar to how Britain and France joined hands with Russia to contain 

Germany, the U.S. is doing its best, through alliances in the Pacific, to contain China. 

 The Soviet Union challenged the U.S.’s hegemony after the Second World War, pushing the 

world into the Cold War. 

 With China rising as the next superpower, these comparisons are often brought in, sometimes 

with alarming warnings. 

Is the situation really similar? 

 There are fundamental differences between the rivalries of the 19th and 20th centuries and 

those of today. The tensions between imperial Germany and Britain were primarily a result of 

the race for new economic territories between the colonial powers, which Lenin called “inter-

imperialist rivalry”. Both countries were supported by their national industrial and financial 

oligarchies, or monopoly capital. Today, it’s not a competition between colonial powers. Both 

China and the U.S. are closely integrated into the global economic system. They are each other’s 

biggest trading partners. 

 Does this mean that the competition between the U.S. and China could lead to a new Cold War? 

It’s likely, but in a different global scenario. During the Cold War, the U.S. and the Soviet Union 

were the two pillars of the global system. There was no major third pole. Most countries, 

including those part of the Non-Aligned Movement, were drawn closer to either of these two 

blocs. The Cold War was the defining phenomenon of the post-war world. 

 Today’s situation is different: 

o China is not seeking to build an ideological bloc against the U.S. Its focus is on its own 

economic rise and in reshaping the international order. 

o The world is more dynamic today. There are many regional powers on the rise: Russia 

continues to be a geopolitical hegemon in Central Asia and Eastern Europe with global 

ambitions. 

o India is a rising big power in South Asia; and Turkey seeks to be a dominant power in 

West Asia. In effect, the U.S. and China are competing in a multidirectional world, 

dissimilar to the bipolar world which saw the Soviet-American rivalry. 

 An anti-China strategic alliance is yet to take shape despite the U.S.’s earnest efforts. Even India 

is wary of joining an American defence bloc aimed at containing China. 

o  

 This is largely because the global system is multipolar. There’s no NATO yet in 

the Asia-Pacific. 

 even the trade and tech wars launched by the U.S. are not meeting their 

declared goals. Earlier this year, after months of a tariff war, the U.S. and China 

agreed to sign phase one of a trade deal. China agreed to buy more American 

goods and the U.S. suspended upcoming tariffs, while core issues such as 
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technology transfer remained unresolved. The U.S.’s attempts to isolate Chinese 

tech giant Huawei have also failed with most major economies, including India, 

the EU, and the U.K. deciding not to ban Huawei from rolling out 5G. 

Conclusion: 

There are albeit similarities to the past but In effect, the U.S. is facing a rising China, far from its 

maximum moment, in a multipolar world. It’s an all new challenge. 
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Role of women and women’s organization; population and associated issues, 

poverty and developmental issues, 

Up to what extent India’s rural region will play a crucial role in fuelling India’s economic 

growth? Critically analyse. (250 words) 
Reference: Economic Times 
Why the question: 
The question is amidst the current pandemic situation and the possible role that extent India’s rural 
region will play in fuelling India’s economic growth. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Analyse in detail to what extent India’s rural region will play a crucial role in fuelling India’s economic 
growth. 
Directive: 
Critically analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
       Start your intro briefly by giving data rural population in india.67% population in India is rural 
population. 
Body: 
Divide body in three parts under different subheads: 
Discuss what role India rural region can plays in India’s economic growth. Like, 70% of human 
resource is in rural region which can be converted into human capital, Food processing industries, 
tourism, prevent rural urban migration, etc. 
Discuss the present challenges faced by rural regions. For eg. Lack of basic infrastructure like 
connectivity, education, health, energy, etc., migration of human capital, weak administration in 
terms of khap panchayat, lack of policies, patriarchal mindset, etc. And link due to the above reasons 
India’s rural regions are not being able to fuel growth as much as they can. 
Give discussion on solutions such as strengthening infrastructure, emphasis on industries like food 
processing, tourism, and other labour intensive industries, skill development, employment 
opportunities, etc. 
Conclusion: 
In conclusion mention the initiatives and other steps taken by the government in this regard such as 
sabka sath sabka vikas, etc. 
Introduction: 

With rainfall comes hope, especially in rural areas and agriculture belts. And as the Covid-19 

pandemic brutalises the country’s economy and paralyses its urban growth centres, a faint glimmer 

of light arises from rural India — often referred to as Bharat. Economists and corporate honchoes 

are on the same page: the panacea for the growth problem is likely to come from Bharat as India 

limps back to normalcy. 

Body: 

India’s rural economy, which went through a few tough years brought on by low food prices and 

anemic wage growth, is set to be the bright spot in an otherwise recessionary environment in 2020-

21. While higher output and improved prices of food commodities will help, the outlook for rural 

wages remains uncertain. 

Prospects of Agriculture: 
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 High frequency indicators available for the rural economy are suggesting stable conditions with 

good rainfall likely to boost output. 

 Cumulative rainfall between June 1 and July 9 was 13% higher than the long period average, 

according to data by the Indian Meteorological Department. 

 Area sown under kharif crops rose by 88.2% to 432.97 lakh hectares as on July 3. To be sure, la: 

year sowing was delayed due to late rains. 

 All these factors bode well for output. In addition, farm prices have improved compared to 

previc years. Food and beverage inflation rose by 7.4% in May, according to government data. 

 Based on estimates of nominal agricultural GDP and the momentum of volume growth and 

inflation, farm income is estimated to grow by about 10-11% in the financial year ending March 

2021. 

 Incremental agricultural GDP is estimated to increase by over Rs 3.4 lakh crore in FY21 and by Rs 

3.3 lakh crore in FY20 compared to an increase of Rs 1.3 lakh crore in FY19. 

Government Spending Support: 

 The rural economy is also likely to benefit from stronger support to employment and increased 

government spending. The flagship employment guarantee scheme is providing employment in 

rural areas even as this support is missing in urban areas. The budget for the Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme has been raised to Rs 1 lakh crore due to the 

disruptions caused by the Covid-19 crisis. 

 The government has front-loaded spending across other rural ministries too. According to a 

research note by Kotak Institutional Equities, the government expenditure for major rural-

focused ministries rose by 109% year-on-year for the first two months of the ongoing financial 

year. 

 This trend to may continue for most of FY21 as the government aims at providing support to 

marginal sections and is reaffirmed through its extension of the PM Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana 

for another five months at a cost of Rs 90,000 crore. 

 A stronger rabi output, likelihood of a normal monsoon and higher kharif output is expected to 

underpin rural spending. 

 Amending the Essential Commodities Act, formation of a central law for agricultural produce 

marketing to remove inter-state restrictions could also prove to be game-changers for the 

sector. 

Impediments to rural growth: 

 While a number of rural economic indicators have improved, uncertainty remains about rural 

wage growth, which has been depressed for some time. 

 The outlook for rural wage growth could be dimmer than in the pre-pandemic world. Rural wage 

growth was already feeble and an influx of migrants back to rural areas could push down wage 

growth once again. 

 Notwithstanding a temporary uptick, rural wages may not rise sustainably – increased 

MGNREGA outlays don’t seem enough, construction-led employment may remain weak, and 

rising rural indebtedness could hurt. 

 Both rural and urban wages are driven by economic growth. HSBC expects India’s post-pandemic 

potential growth to fall by 1 percentage point to 5%. This does not bode well for wage growth. 

 It is possible that rural wages could tick up a shade temporarily. Sowing in the current season 

has been strong, requiring more hands on the ground. But our deeper investigation above 
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suggests that rural wages may not rise sustainably once the current agricultural season is over, 

meaning ‘aspirational’ labourers will want to return to their urban jobs. 

 The Union government has announced measures to improve agricultural marketing.But the 

results of those depend on implementation by states. There has to be more rural reforms, 

including land. Rural India can provide a growth stimulus, but not as a substitute for urban, 

which will revive in due course. 

 An economic resurgence in rural India can have a downside too. If farmers end up producing 

plenty, it thereby disrupt the demand-supply equilibrium. Prices of agriculture products will fall 

sharply, impacting the farmers themselves. 

Way forward and conclusion: 

 About half of the national income and more than two third of the total employment is generated 

in rural areas. Apart from producing almost all agricultural output, rural areas contributes about 

half of the manufacturing and construction sectors output and one quarter of the services 

sectors output in the country. The rural areas are characterized with the low level and wide 

disparity in worker productivity. 

 The lack of required skills and technical knowledge are the main barrier for rural workers to 

enter manufacturing sector. Setting up of industries and improvement in infrastructure are the 

necessary but not sufficient conditions for increasing rural employment which require effective 

human resources development programmes to impart necessary skills and training to rural 

youth to match the job requirement in manufacturing sector. 

 Services sector has played a major role in structural transformation of Indian economy but its 

achievements during the recent years were mainly concentrated towards urban areas. This 

sector in rural areas witnessed deceleration in output as well as employment after 2004-05. An 

important reason for this is increased reliance of rural consumers on service providers located in 

urban areas. Rural areas have comparative advantage in services like post-harvest value 

addition, on farm storage, primary processing, grading etc. 

 Linking processing to production through efficient value chain, contract farming and direct 

linkage between factory and farm offers considerable scope for rural employment generation as 

well as raising farmers income. Overall, transformation of rural economy must include strong 

measures for employment generation and shifting workers out of conventional agricultural 

activities. 

 In the wake of capital intensive production preferred by manufacturing sector and anticipated 

threats to jobs posed by emerging technological innovations like new automation, artificial 

intelligence, IOT, robotics etc. there is a need for a rethink on pursuing traditional development 

approach of shifting workforce from agriculture to manufacturing and services. 

 India should explore possibilities of creating blue collar jobs in and around agriculture. This also 

looks desirable as withdrawal of labour from agriculture has already started affecting some farm 

activities and farmers income adversely and there is serious shortage of skilled workers in 

agriculture needed for specialised operations and adoption of modern technology. 

With the focus on boosting domestic capabilities, women should be brought to the 

centre of a new work ecosystem as a way for women to emerge from the pandemic 

undiminished in both social and economic aspects. Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference: Hindustan Times 

Introduction: 
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As the COVID-19 pandemic sweeps through the globe leaving behind a trail of destruction, most 

countries are implementing different versions of lockdowns to facilitate social and physical 

distancing. The basic assumption underlying almost all these policy decisions during a crisis like this 

is that the effect of the pandemic is gender neutral. As the lockdowns impose stricter control on 

one’s mobility, they put women in abusive relationships at extremely high risk of damage from 

physical, sexual and emotional abuse. 

Body: 

The World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report 2020 says men and women will have pay 

equality in 257 years. Of the 153 countries studied for the report, India ranks 112th on the overall 

Global Gender Gap Index. The economic gender gap runs particularly deep and has gotten 

significantly wider. 

Issues faced by women: 

Gender gap in India: Current Scenario amidst pandemic 

 Globally, female participation in the labour force is about two-thirds that of men. That number 

had hardly changed between 2014 and 2019. 

 But, in India, where women made up just 20% of the workforce, going by data from the 

International Labour Organization, there was a slight decrease in female labour-force 

participation in that period. 

 Against this backdrop, covid-19 has been a gender-regressive shock. Women’s jobs and 

livelihoods have been more vulnerable to the pandemic. 

 Globally, the covid-related job loss rate for women is about 1.8 times higher than that of men, at 

5.7% versus 3.1%, by our estimates. 

 In India, women’s share of job losses, considering only the covid impact on the industries in 

which they work, would have been 17%, but unemployment surveys suggest that they actually 

account for 23% of overall job losses. 

 India scores quite low in when it comes to gender inequality, according to latest UNDP Human 

development report, India is ranked 125 of 159 countries in the Gender Inequality Index (GII). 

 Wage gap: Research from India’ leading diversity and inclusion consulting firm Avtar Group 

shows that women are paid 34% less than men for performing the same job with the same 

qualifications. 

Reasons for the same: 

 A major factor is that coronavirus has significantly increased the burden of unpaid care. 

 According to one survey, covid-19 has increased by 30% the time women in India spend on 

family responsibilities. 

 Unsurprisingly, therefore, women have dropped out of the workforce at a higher rate than is 

explained by market dynamics alone. 

 Lack of Economic Empowerment: Women are underrepresented in senior managerial position 

and overrepresented in low paying jobs. Oxford Survey shows that globally only 19% firms have 

a female senior manager. 

 Financial inclusion: with reduced capital available to support the micro-enterprises that are so 

often a pathway to work for women. 

 Access to productive capital: It is harder for women to access funds and capital for farming, 

starting a business or for other developmental works. 
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 Secondary Education for women is lower than man in majority of countries while this stands at 

less than 80% in India. 

 Social norms and stereotypes: Classifying men as “bread winners” and women pursuing jobs as 

“career women” was reported by Oxford University Survey. It also highlighted that most of the 

unpaid work is seen as a women’s job. 

 Over half the respondents to a World Values Survey in many South Asian countries agreed that 

men have a greater right to a job than women when jobs are scarce—far higher than the one in 

six respondents who said the same in developed countries. 

Measures to be taken: 

 One way to boost income for women and make them economically productive would be to push 

and motivate women entrepreneurs. Resources, again perhaps not enough, have been allocated 

to the Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP), Entrepreneurship and 

Skill Development Programme (ESDP), Stand-Up India, and Mahila-E-Haat to promote 

entrepreneurial activities among women. 

 The initiative by Niti Aayog to create the Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP) in 2018 could 

be further energised to play a greater role in creating awareness and enabling women to access 

the resources on offer. 

 Women in India, as the experience with rural self-help groups shows, are remarkably prompt at 

repaying loans and the government should step up the amounts and ease loan disbursement for 

women who want to set up their own businesses. 

 While policies that support gender equality need to be tailored to national contexts, there are 

tried and tested measures that can be considered. 

 Policy measures could include addressing or reducing the amount of unpaid work and 

rebalancing it between men and women, supporting employer or state-funded provision of 

childcare, and interventions to address digital and financial inclusion. 

 Any drive for gender parity arguably starts with efforts to change entrenched, widespread 

attitudes about women’s role in society. 

 The family needs to adjust to the changing role of women and volunteer to share household 

work. 

 Unrealistic expectations can be detrimental to their physical and mental well-being. 

 Workplaces can do their bit by introducing part-time and flexi-time work facilities and work from 

home opportunities to avoid their burnout. 

 Policies that provide services, social protection and basic infrastructure, promote sharing of 

domestic and care work between men and women, and create more paid jobs in the care 

economy, are urgently needed to accelerate progress on women’s economic empowerment. 

 Ensuring basic infrastructure such as piped drinking water, LPG cylinders to all rural areas have 

helped reduce the burden of domestic responsibilities on women. 

Conclusion: 

This pandemic is not only challenging global health systems, but our commitment to equality and 

human dignity. With women’s interests and rights front and centre, we can get through this 

pandemic faster, and build more equal and resilient communities and societies that benefit 

everyone. 

Economic Empowerment of women does not necessarily translate into their Social 

Empowerment in our country, critically examine. (250 words) 
Reference: un.org 
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Why the question: 
The question is premised on the topic of women empowerment and associated issues from GS paper 
I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the gaps that visibly encountered in India quite often while realizing the goal of 
social empowerment of a woman through economic empowerment. 
Directive: 
Critically examine – When asked to ‘Examine’, we have to look into the topic (content words) in 
detail, inspect it, investigate it and establish the key facts and issues related to the topic in question. 
While doing so we should explain why these facts and issues are important and their implications. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
With key statistics present the position of women in the country. 
Body: 
In the answer body define the two terms; economic empowerment and social empowerment and 
differentiate the two while also suggesting the interlinkages. 
The term “empowerment of women” refers to the process of providing power to women to stand up 
against the control of the others and help them to leader a prosperous and a successful life. 
Historically, women have been regarded as constituting a weaker section in the society. 
Explain that Women Economic Empowerment is very important for a country’s development right 
from the smallest unit of the community which is the family. Having empowered women in a country 
means great reduction in dependence rates, increased household income leading to increased 
household purchasing power resulting into an improved standard of living adding on the taxes that 
the government in each country collects which is then invested back into better services to the tax 
payers women inclusive. This further leads to independent decision making regarding career, job 
selection, education, health, investment and rights.  It is therefore inevitable that empowering 
women economically will no doubt lead to the country’s development. 
Then move onto explain the gaps in translating this economic empowerment into social 
empowerment. 
Discuss the key issues and suggest solutions to address the same. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction: 

                Empowerment of women is perceived as equipping them to be economically independent, 

self-reliant, with positive esteem to enable them to face any situation and they should be able to 

participate in the development activities. However, Social mores, rising incomes of men, and gender-

based segregation in the job market are limiting women’s economic empowerment in India. 

Empowerment can be approached from distinct perspectives, which carry different political 

priorities and strategies. 

Body: 

Economic upliftment and women empowerment: 

 The agency, freedom and intra-household power of women are strengthened when women are 

given an economic value; when they are enabled to hold a position in the economy through 

employment. 
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 Scholars who have explored and studied women’s work, especially among the poorest in the 

most marginalised locales and communities, have been highlighting the importance of 

recognising women’s work, the importance of women as economic agents. 

 Economic power for women within and outside the household makes a difference to gender 

relations. 

 India’s corporate world is inclusive of women holding significant positions in top-notch 

organizations.In 2015, SEBI (Stock Exchange Board of India) made it compulsory for companies 

to have at least 1 woman as their board member. 

 There is a bidirectional relationship between economic development and women’s 

empowerment, defined as improving the ability of women to access the constituents of 

development — in particular health, education, earning opportunities, rights, and political 

participation 

Economic empowerment not translating in to social empowerment: 

 The under-representation of women in the workforce is both a social and economic loss. 

 A McKinsey Global study in 2015 found that India could increase its GDP by 16-60% by 2025 by 

simply enabling women to participate in the economy at par with men. 

 Three key factors that have limited the role of women in the Indian economy: the role of 

entrenched gender norms in our society, the rising incomes of men (which raises family income 

and makes it easier for women to quit working), and the lack of quality jobs for women. 

 The latest evidence on regressive attitudes towards women comes from the Social Attitudes 

Research India survey covering Delhi, Mumbai, UP and Rajasthan in 2016. 

 A new study based on the survey shows that a significant share of men and women feel that 

married women whose husbands earn a good living should not work outside the home. 

However, the idea of women- empowerment just doesn’t imply economic empowerment by 

increasing their Labour force participation, job creation, entrepreneurship opportunities. There is a 

grave necessity of social and political empowerment. It does not happen due to: 

Crimes: 

 Crimes against women are discussed merely as a barrier to women’s mobility, one that hampers 

their supply in the labour market. 

 NCRB data recording an 83 per cent increase in crimes against women between 2007 and 2016, 

and the Thomson Reuters Foundation’s global poll in 2018 naming India as the most dangerous 

country for women. 

 The MeToo movement tumbled out many skeletons from the drawers showing most women 

kept quiet about the sexual harassment due to fear of losing jobs and affecting their livelihoods 

and career. 

Social barriers: 

 Married women are not allowed to work in some religions and culture. Further, the patriarchal 

mindset prevalent in Indian people forces such barriers on women. 

 According to recent research by Public Affairs Centre (PAC), a major metropolis like Delhi has 

only 196 female workers per 1,000 workers, and Mumbai has only 188. In contrast, a state like 

Nagaland, which has historically been matrilineal, has more than 500 women workers per 1,000 

in most districts. 

Unpaid care: 
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 Unpaid work done by women in the household demonstrates no understanding of how it 

constrains women from entering the labour force. 

 The lack of basic facilities like drinking water, cooking gas in rural areas forces women into 

drudgery to arrange the basic stuff. 

Fixed Gender Roles: 

 There are fixed gender roles in most families, again a consequence of patriarchal mindset. 

 The concept of paternity leaves and mainstreaming of gender education in schools is still miles 

away in India. 

 Without the renegotiation of gender roles, most women will only juggle jobs and not enjoy 

fulfilling careers. 

Gender-wage gap: 

 Unequal pay for equal work is a stark feature which directly violates the fundamental right to 

equality of women. 

 A government report in 2018 finding a 30 per cent wage gap even for men and women with the 

same qualifications. 

 Women also lack equal inheritance rights leading to Feminization of poverty. 

 There is absence of any discussion on over-representation of economically active women in the 

informal sector, which leaves them poor and vulnerable, deprived of many work benefits. 

Impact of Covid-19: 

 A major factor is that coronavirus has significantly increased the burden of unpaid care. 

 According to one survey, covid-19 has increased by 30% the time women in India spend on 

family responsibilities. 

 Unsurprisingly, therefore, women have dropped out of the workforce at a higher rate than is 

explained by market dynamics alone. 

 COVID-19 is depressing global economic growth and causing mass unemployment, especially 

among women. Women are more vulnerable, not only because of their jobs, but also because of 

gender inequalities within housework division, education, and healthcare. 

Way Forward: 

 Implementation of the laws viz. Protection of women from sexual harassment at workplace act, 

maternity benefit Act in true letter and spirit. 

 Breaking the social barriers by gender sensitization and education at families, schools and 

workplaces. 

 Incentivising companies to employ women and promoting safe work spaces are necessary. 

 Companies must compulsorily grant paternity leave so that the responsibility is shared. 

 Gender-wage gap should be reduced by bringing in stringent laws. 

 Formalization of jobs should be pushed to avail benefits to many women. Until then, social 

security benefits should be provided to women in unorganized sector. 

Conclusion: 

The need of the hour to reap economic benefits is by addressing the issues of gender rights and 

justice. Economic agency is one of the most enabling elements to shift gender relations of power, to 

release women from the kind of oppression, violence and powerlessness that they experience. 

Women’s inclusion in the development design would enhance the outcomes of development it the 
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self. All the Departments of States at all levels, to Ministries, to Niti Aayog and its State-level 

counterparts, as well as to research and policy forums should work and implement the schemes 

realizing the importance of women in the economy and elsewhere in the society to achieve holistic 

empowerment. 

 

Urbanization, their problems and their remedies.  

Discuss the importance of the idea of “Urban commons” in the city planning. (250 

words) 
Reference: Down to Earth  
Why the question: 
The article explains how often the city planning in the country ignores incorporating the idea of 
urban commons. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One must explain the idea of urban commons; explain in what way it is essential to incorporate this 
idea in city planning. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
A good start would be defining what urban commons are. 
Body: 
The world is on a headlong rush towards urbanization, with more than 75% of its people expected to 
live in cities by 2050. Urban commons can provide a key to sustainable living and wellbeing in cities, 
helping citizens forge new connections, rebuild social capital and reclaim their right to the city. 
Explain that despite the undeniable importance of urban commons, commons research for the most 
part focuses on landscapes that are largely rural. Urban commons, such as wooded streets, urban 
forests, parks, lakes and wetlands, are threatened by conversion to build spaces, degradation and 
pollution in cities across the world. Collective action is especially challenging in cities, with high 
pressures of time, disrupted social connections, constantly changing community compositions, and 
extreme inequities. 
Present a case study to explain and substantiate better. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance that our cities can hold out any promise of a better future only if the 
commons play a central role in urban planning. 
Introduction 

Urban commons represent those rare spaces in increasingly segregated cities where the rich and the 

poor can still meet, children of all classes play together and collaborations for conservation can 

occur. 

Body 

The world is on a headlong rush towards urbanization, with more than 75% of its people expected to 

live in the cities by 2050. This trend is true even for India where in the last few years we have 

witnessed multitude of growth in population in our cities. 

There are generally two types of urban commons in our cities. They are: 
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 Urban ecological commons: water, air, water bodies, wetlands etc 

 Urban civic commons: streets, sidewalks, public spaces like garden, public schools etc 

Importance of urban commons is: 

 Sustainable living and wellbeing: 

 Urban parks and gardens reduce the pollution in the area, apart from helping citizens to 

be physically fit. 

 Green space in the city reduces the effect of heat island which makes living in the cities 

unbearable at times. Ex: Some study suggests up to 1 degree Celsius of temperature gets 

reduced in the cities due to urban green spaces. 

 Urban parks, lakes and wetlands also provide an ecosystem where local flora and fauna 

can continue to thrive. 

 Social benefits: 

 These common spaces are used by the migrants who come to cities in search for job as 

their accommodation spaces. 

 Urban commons serves as a platform to forge new connections between citizens living in 

an area. Such connections may alleviate the fear of loneliness that is developing among 

many sections in the society. Ex: Old age group, reducing the effect of gadgets on 

children when they are made to play outside in gardens and parks. 

 According to some recent studies, cities with urban commons, especially parks and 

public spaces boost social cohesion and relations. 

In spite of the visible importance of the urban commons, these spaces face various challenges such 

as: 

 Encroachment issues: These spaces have been encroached in recent times by both public and 

private enterprises. Ex: Mumbai’s Aarey forest issue, gated communities etc 

 Governance issues: Programmes such as Smart Cities have taken an approach that affects those 

people that depend upon these commons. Ex: Eviction of people such as migrants from these 

places. 

 Pollution in the cities has also affected the flora and fauna of these places. Ex: Sewage finding its 

way to lakes in cities (Bellandur lake in Bangalore) 

Reasons for the present situation of urban commons: 

 Urban commons in India do not enjoy strict conservation measures as compared to their rural 

commons. Ex: There is no specific definition for ‘urban lakes’ in India under the National Lake 

Conservation Plan (NLCP). 

 Urban planning framework is also yet to factor in the importance of these spaces in its policy-

making. Ex: Roads are often built to accommodate motorized vehicles but often leave out 

pedestrians, bicyclists etc 

 There has also been a general lack of significance given to these urban commons by the citizens 

owing to the urban lifestyle. Ex: Many citizens do not use the facilities of urban parks and 

gardens etc 
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Some of the government programmes that have been taken by the government to conserve the 

urban commons are: 

 Smart City programme aims to improve the quality of life of people by enabling local 

development and harnessing technology as a means to create smart outcomes for citizens. 

 Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) Project aims to provide basic 

civic amenities like water supply, sewerage, urban transport, parks as to improve the quality of 

life for all especially the poor and the disadvantaged. 

 Under Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) transportation system will 

be equipped with Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and Metro Rail Projects. 

 National Urban Livelihood Mission aims to add infrastructure and other amenities to the urban 

areas. 

Measures to ensure urban commons are conserved: 

 Integrated planning: Urban commons such as parks, sidewalks, public transit and landfills must 

be part of area planning 

 Community engagement: It is based on the concept of participatory democracy. These include 

projects such as decentralized use of regenerative energy sources, social housing, urban 

gardening, open spaces for culture and art 

 Government must create special GIS maps where common areas and their boundaries are 

clearly marked. This will empower the communities to for their common spaces better 

 Ward committees must be empowered to manage urban committees and protect them from 

encroachment 

Value-addition: Best strategy 

Barcelona one of the best cities in the world, has ensured visibility and recognition to the value of 

communitary management, promoting and consolidating new models of governance in accordance 

with principles of autonomy and sustainability. 

Conclusion 

Urban commons face a number of challenges such as encroachment, air quality deterioration etc. By 

recognizing these particularities and making them a topic of policy making, urban commons can be 

used to fully realize their potential for equality, participation, and just resource accessibility in the 

city. 

Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism. 

” What the world still wants is a sacrificial Sita, not the demanding Draupadi, who called 

out her husband’s cowardice and avarice in subjecting her to a public stripping. 

“Critically examine the statement in the context of Indian women. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express  
Why the question: 
The article explains in what way Rhea and her family have been sacrificed at the altar of lynch mob 
journalism. 
Key Demand of the question: 
The answer must talk about the position of women today in our Indian society and evaluate if it is 
still of the sacrificial Sita or of the demanding Draupadi. 
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Directive: 
Critically examine – When asked to ‘Examine’, we have to look into the topic (content words) in 
detail, inspect it, investigate it and establish the key facts and issues related to the topic in question. 
While doing so we should explain why these facts and issues are important and their implications. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by explaining first the meaning of the statement in question. 
Body: 
The answer to such questions can be written or approached in multiple ways. 
The question aims to assess the position of Indian women in our society , one must trace the same 
from past to present and with suitable examples highlight how women in the country though have 
come a long way ahead are still expected to pass the test of society at the altar of parochial mindset. 
Give examples that you think can suitably justify the question context and suggest some narrations.   
Conclusion: 
Conclude by suggesting what more needs to be done to change the mindset of our society and treat 
women at par with men in our society. 
Intorduction: 

        This century we have seen the Indian woman get empowered.  The circumstances now favor the 

women and the Indian woman has emerged onto the forefront of the society. Once out of her shell, 

now the world is for her taking. Colleges and universities abound with meritorious female scholars. 

Women work neck to neck with their male colleagues in corporates. She can now establish her 

career before her parents start nagging her to settle down. But all this is not in absolute terms. Every 

step towards empowerment comes with vices of it own. 

Body: 

The changing role of women: New wine in an old bottle:. 

 It is undeniable that women empowerment has a crucial direct impact on the economic growth 

and simultaneous national development.. But with many organizations leading the change in the 

past decade, India’s corporate world is inclusive of women holding significant positions in top-

notch organizations.In 2015, SEBI (Stock Exchange Board of India) made it compulsory for 

companies to have at least 1 woman as their board member. 

 While the country’s top women leaders are heads of major corporations: Schauna Chauhan, CEO 

of Parle Agro, Aisha Sequiera, Country head and head of investment banking at Morgan Stanley, 

and Kiran Mazumdar Shaw, CMD of Biocon, a globally recognized biopharmaceutical enterprise. 

 The Indian Navy announced selection of two women officers as Observers in the helicopter 

stream, making them first women airborne combatants who would be operating from warships. 

 Ten women officers have been commissioned into the fighter stream of the Indian Air Force 

(IAF) since the stream was opened up for women in 2016 

 With rigorous implementation of schemes like Beti Bachao Beti Padhao, Sukanya Samriddhi 

Yojana etc, the discourse towards women empowerment has intensified. 

Selective empowerment: 

 There are still unwritten rules that a woman of today is expected to not overstep in any 

circumstances which are guided by ‘soft patriarchy’. 

o She may work but her work uniform is dictated to her. 
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o She may debate with men and challenge entrenched gender roles but she has to 

preserve her femininity and take due care of her appearance. 

o She can continue with her job after marriage but not on a compromise of her maternal 

duties. 

 This liberation which we have seen so far is not of a complete kind. A falling patriarch reluctantly 

concedes it in parts. 

 This mistaken reading of female empowerment goes far in depicting how deeply invaded a 

woman has been by the patriarchial mindset. 

 Power is not exercised in just one way but, throughout history, different leadership styles have 

all shared the imprint of masculinity. Dominant notions of authority, decision-making skills and 

leadership qualities are all confined within a rhetoric that is defined mainly by men. 

 A 2017 NITI Aayog report shows that just 20% of the research and administrative staff in a select 

group of institutions, including the IITs, IISERs and NITs, are women. Only a miniscule of them 

are at top level decision making cum management level. 

 According to the ICRW, Indian linguistic ethnicity, caste and class have a profound effect on how 

Indian men develop their sense of masculinity. In a society already prone to rankings and 

hierarchies, many Indian men perceive masculinity in terms of “acting tough, freely exercising his 

privilege to lay down the rules in personal relationships, and, above all, controlling women. 

 Female officers in the Indian Administrative Services are always expected to take softer 

approach.  There is always an invisible perception among people which judges a women officer’s 

competency and availability on field round the clock. A female officer has to make it very clear 

that she has no problem in controlling any law and order situation, and she can be called 

anytime if there is an emergency. 

 A women is always expected to know her roles, boundaries, job in a societal sphere. Her 

ambitions are always secondary to her brothers or husbands ambitions. Though she is free to 

pursue her dreams but the wellbeing of house is her sole responsibility. 

 On one hand she can contribute to finances of the home or has the freedom to go out and 

socialize but it would be an offence for to smoke or consume alcohol – because a ‘good woman’ 

does not do that. 

 She is taking part in empowering activities like education, job, electoral politics but her gender 

role at home is specified and unchanging. 

 The historic world conference on women in Beijing, which marked the major progress in the 

struggle to end multiple types of discrimination against women throughout the world and 

defined a clear mission to promote women’s right. The Beijing Declaration and Platform for 

Actions serve as an important action plan for women’s right, gender equality and female 

empowerment all over the globe. 

 The progress that we have made is far from uniform. In some countries, women have reached 

very high-level positions while, in others, there are few spaces for them to work or to participate 

in civic affairs and they do suffer a lot of discrimination 

Way forward: 
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 We must be particularly attentive to the harsh realities of places where, due to cultural and even 

religious reasons, women experience multiple forms of discrimination, oppression and violence 

and we just cannot tolerate this situation and must condemn them without hesitation. 

 We must reserve our utmost fervent solidarity for women, who find themselves in situations of 

subjugation and, in some cases, slavery. We must always say it loud and clear that human rights 

are universal and gender equality as an expression of those rights is universal as well so 

women’s rights are human rights. 

 No philosophical, political, religious or other reasons can justify the violation of these 

fundamental ideals and this is the type of globalization that we have to value to the utmost. 

 Politically correct statements about this matter are not enough. We need for women to stop 

being marginalized by structures of power and to stop being just minorities with little decision-

making powers because, on the contrary, in many societies, women are the same in numbers or 

in leaders. 

Conclusion: 

We must make empowerment a reality. Truly working so that women can become the protagonist of 

their own emancipation. All societies need to encourage this process as part of our efforts to leave 

behind the archaic customs, sexist prejudices, and confinement to roles established for women by 

patriarchy. All of these things have stunted the progress of humanity and it can be done. 

Explaining the concept of regionalism, elaborate on the different forms that regionalism 

has taken in India. (250 words) 
Reference: Insights on India 
Why the question: 
The question is premised on the concept of regionalism. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the concept of regionalism and elaborate on the different forms that regionalism has 
taken in India. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Give a brief explanation on the concept of regionalism. 
Body: 
Regionalism can be defined as a phenomenon in which people’s political loyalties become focused 
upon a region. In other words, it implies people’s love of a particular region in preference to the 
country and in certain cases in preference to the state of which the region is a part. 
Explain that Regionalism in India is rooted in India’s diversity of languages, cultures, tribes, economic 
interests etc. It is also encouraged by the geographical concentration of these identity makers in 
particular regions, and fuelled by a sense of regional deprivation. Indian federalism has been a 
means of accommodating these regional sentiments such as by formation of new states such as 
Telangana. 
Move on to discuss various forms of regionalism existing in India. Explain why regionalism is often 
seen to be opposed to national integration. 
Conclusion: 
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Conclude that however, regionalism is not always opposed to national integration. It may also lead 
to higher intergroup solidarity and induce competition for betterment when certain genuine 
demands, especially developmental are conceded. 
Introduction: 

                Regionalism at national level refers to a process in which sub-state actors become 

increasingly powerful, power devolves from central level to regional governments. These are the 

regions within country, distinguished in culture, language and other socio-cultural factors. 

Body: 

The concept of regionalism: 

1. To understand regionalism, we need to know various dimensions of the region. Region as a 

geographical unit, is delimited form each other. Region as a social system, reflects the relation 

between different human beings and groups. Regions are an organised cooperation in cultural, 

economic, political or military fields. Region acts as a subject with distinct identity, language, culture 

and tradition. 

2. Regionalism is an ideology and political movement that seeks to advance the causes of 

regions. As a process it plays role within the nation as well as outside the nation i.e. at international 

level. Both types of regionalism have different meaning and have positive as well as negative impact 

on society, polity, diplomacy, economy, security, culture, development, negotiations, etc. 

3. At the international level, regionalism refers to transnational cooperation to meet a 

common goal or to resolve a shared problem or it refers to a group of countries such as-Western 

Europe, or Southeast Asia, linked by geography, history or economic features. Used in this sense, 

regionalism refers to attempts to reinforce the links between these countries economic features. 

Different forms that regionalism in India: 

 Linguistic Reorganization of States: 

o It was the demand of Potti Sriramulu, a freedom fighter and a devoted follower of 

Mahatma Gandhi, that led to the creation of Andhra Pradesh state and linguistic 

recognition of the states in India. 

o To achieve this end, he died in 1952 after not eating for 52 days in support of a Telugu-

speaking state. Sriramulu’s death forced Jawahar Lal Nehru to agree to the various 

demands from other parts of the country with similar demands. 

o Consequently, in 1954, a States Reorganisation Committee was formed with Fazal Ali as 

its head, which recommended the formation of 16 new states and 3 Union Territories 

based on the language. 

 Demand for Dravida Nadu: 

o Going back to the journey of Regionalism in India, it is well noticeable that it emerged 

with Dravidian Movement, which started in Tamil Nadu in 1925. This movement, also 

known as ‘Self-Respect Movement’ initially focused on empowering Dalits, non-

Brahmins, and poor people. Later it stood against imposition of Hindi as sole official 

language on non-Hindi speaking areas. 
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o But it was the demand of carving out their own Dravidastan or Dravida Nadu, which 

made it a secessionist movement. As early as 1960s the DMK and the Nan Tamil 

organized a joint campaign throughout Madras state demanding its secession from India 

and making it an independent sovereign state of Tamiland. 

o DMK proposed that the states of Madras, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Mysore should 

secede from the Indian union and form an independent “Republic of Dravida Nadu” 

 Telangana Movement: 

o In the years after the formation of Andhra Pradesh state, people of Telangana expressed 

dissatisfaction over how the agreements and guarantees were implemented. Discontent 

with the 1956 Gentleman’s agreement intensified in January 1969, when the guarantees 

that had been agreed on were supposed to lapse/ 

o Student agitation for the continuation of the agreement began at Osmania University in 

Hyderabad and spread to other parts of the region. Government employees and 

opposition members of the state legislative assembly threatened “direct action” in 

support of the students. This movement since then finally resulted last year one 

separate state of Telangana. 

o It should be noted that roots of disparity in two regions was in colonial rule. Andhra was 

under direct rule of crown while Telangana was ruled by Nizam of Hyderabad, who was 

not so efficient ruler. So over time Andhra got more developed in comparison to 

Telangana.  

 Shiv Sena against Kannadigas: 

o In 1966, Shiv Sena, in Maharashtra, launched its agitation against Kannadigas in the 

name of Marathi pride. The first targets of its agitation were South Indians who were the 

workers of Udupi hotels in Mumbai. This agitation was labelled to be a retaliation of the 

lathi-charge on Marathi speaking people in the border areas.  

 Bodoland Demand within Assam 

o The Bodo agitation is led by the Assam Bodo Students Union which is demanding a 

separate state and has resorted to wide scale violence and series of crippling bandhs to 

pursue their demand. 

o One of the basic reason Assam agitations is because of the expansion of education, 

particularly higher education, but not industrialization and other job creating institutions 

is increasing the army of educated youths in the backward regions. These frustrated 

young men are allured by the movements against the inflow of people from other 

countries and states. 

o On the other hand these unemployed youths are also attracted by the caste, communal 

and other sectional agitations fighting for the protection of rights on sectarian lines.  

 Khalistan Movement: 

o It was during the era of 1980s that Khalistan movement with its aim to create a Sikh 

homeland, often called Khalistan, cropped up in the Punjab region of India and Pakistan. 
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In fact this demand has also the colours of communalism, as there demand is only for 

Sikhs. 

 Attacks on Bihar Labourers by the ULFA 

o ULFA continues to attempt ambushes and sporadic attacks on government security 

forces. In 2003, the ULFA was accused of killing labourers from Bihar in response to 

molestation and raping of many Assamese girls in a train in Bihar. This incident sparked 

off anti-Bihar sentiment in Assam, which withered away after some months though. 

o On August 15, 2004, an explosion occurred in Assam in which 10-15 people died, 

including some school children. This explosion was reportedly carried out by ULFA. The 

ULFA has obliquely accepted responsibility for the blast. This appears to be the first 

instance of ULFA admitting to public killings with an incendiary device. 

o In January 2007, the ULFA once again struck in Assam killing approximately 62 Hindi 

speaking migrant workers mostly from Bihar. On March 15, 2007, ULFA triggered a blast 

in Guwahati, injuring six persons as it celebrated its ‘army day’. 

 The MNS Targeting North Indians: 

o It was in 2008 that Maharashtra Navnirman Sena (MNS) workers began their violent 

agitation against North Indians. Bhojpuri films were not allowed to run on theatres in 

Maharashtra. The targets were vendors and shopkeepers from North India in various 

parts of Maharashtra.  

 Inter-State Disputes: 

o Another form of regionalism in India has found expression in the form of interstate 

disputes. There are disputes boundary disputes for example between Karnataka and 

Maharashtra on Belgaum where Marathi speaking population is surrounded by Kannada 

speaking people, between Kerala and Karnataka on Kasargod, between Assam and 

Nagaland on Rengma reserved forests. There is a dispute over Chandigarh in Punjab and 

Haryana. 

o The first important dispute regarding the use of water source was over the use of water 

resources of three rivers mainly Narmada, Krishna and Cauvery in which states of 

Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Maharashtra were involved. Disputes also 

arose between use of Cauvery waters among the states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala and 

Karnataka. Another dispute arose among the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka and 

Andhra Pradesh over the use and distribution of waters of the Krishna River. Disputes 

between Punjab, Rajasthan and Himachal Pradesh overt the use of waters of Ravi River. 

The Electricity sharing issue between Punjab and Delhi is another example of this. 

 Creation of new States in 2000 

o In 2000, the Government of India, pursuant to legislation passed by Parliament during 

the summer, created three new states, Chhattisgarh, Uttaranchal, and Jharkhand, 

reconstituting Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, respectively. Both the ruling BJP 

and the opposition Congress party supported the formation of the states. The basis for 

creating the new states is socio-political and not linguistic. 

Way forward and conclusion: 
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We have seen how regionalism could be good or bad for a nation as well for group of nations. 

Constitution of India under Article-19, gives every citizen a fundamental right to move around and 

settle down peacefully any part of the country. 

The need of the hour is to develop each region of India, through devolution of power to local 

governments and empowering people for their participation in decision-making. The governments at 

state level need to find out the alternative resources of energy, source of employment for local 

people, use of technology in governance, planning and for agriculture development. 

Industry must use its position to work with all stakeholders in championing and 

“empowering the greater 50%”. For it is only where women work that economies grow 

rapidly and countries prosper. Do you agree? Comment. (250 words) 
Reference: Hindustan Times  
Why the question: 
The article presents to us the correlation between boosting women’s entrepreneurship and economic 
leadership. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the need to recognise and engage Women leadership more actively to ensure rapid economic 
growth and sustainable growth of countries. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Women’s representation in leadership positions has been on a rise in recent years, but not enough to 
close the economic opportunity gap. 
Body: 
Discuss the disparity function that is evidently seen in the case of India. The disparity is particularly 
striking in India. It ranks 112 out of 153 countries on the overall Global Gender Gap Index. The Covid-
19 pandemic seems to have applied brakes in several areas where workplaces were becoming more 
diverse as well as areas where access to resources across gender had become more equitable. The 
pandemic has hit the most vulnerable the hardest, making these disparities worse. Oxfam India has 
estimated the economic loss from women losing their jobs during this pandemic at nearly $216 
billion. 
Explain why there is a need to transform challenges into opportunities and accelerate the shift 
towards both greater inclusion of women in the workforce and women-led entrepreneurship. Give 
suitable examples. 
Quote the efforts of the government in this direction. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction: 

Women’s representation in leadership positions has been on a rise in recent years, but not enough 

to close the economic opportunity gap. The World Economic Forum (WEF)’s Global Gender Gap 

Report 2020 reveals that it will take almost a century to achieve full parity at the current pace. 

Body: 

Women work that economies grow rapidly and countries prosper: 

 Closing the gender gap in the workforce could add a staggering $28 trillion to the global GDP. 
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 Investment in women’s education and health, and attention to their employment opportunities 

and empowerment, pays big dividends in terms of economic development.+ 

 Global GDP could increase 26 percent by closing the gaps between women and men in the 

workforce, which would benefit both advanced and developing countries. Even without full 

parity, countries can increase their economic growth by matching the rate of progress of their 

region’s fastest-improving country. 

 Women contribute to economic growth and development directly and indirectly. The most 

direct route is via workforce participation, which boosts production—and thus income, savings, 

and tax contributions at the household, community, and national levels. The extent of the 

contribution depends on how many women enter the paid workforce, how many hours they 

work, and how productive they are. And productivity depends on education, training, and 

health. 

 A bigger boost to growth: Because women bring new skills to the workplace, the productivity 

and growth gains from adding women to the labor force (by reducing barriers to women’s 

participation in the labor force) are larger than previously thought. Indeed, our calibration 

exercise suggests that, for the bottom half of the countries in our sample in terms of gender 

inequality, closing the gender gap could increase GDP by an average of 35 percent. Four fifths of 

these gains come from adding workers to the labor force, but fully one fifth of the gains are due 

to the gender diversity effect on productivity. 

 Higher productivity: When interpreting past data in situations where the gender gap has been 

narrowing over time, the contribution to growth from improved efficiency (or total factor 

productivity gains) is overstated. A portion of the gain attributed to productivity is actually due 

to the increased participation of women over time. 

 Higher male incomes: Our results suggest that men’s wages will also increase as a result of 

greater inclusion of women in the labor force since productivity will increase. This is important 

because these higher wages should strengthen support for removing barriers that hold women 

back from decent work. 

Pandemic and inequalities: 

 COVID-19 is depressing global economic growth and causing mass unemployment, especially 

among women. 

 Women are more vulnerable, not only because of their jobs, but also because of gender 

inequalities within housework division, education, and healthcare. 

 The COVID-19 pandemic has killed more than 400,000 people worldwide and has generated a 

massive global economic crisis. The world economy is projected to contract sharply by 3% in 

2020 (IMF 2020) and poverty is set to rise for the first time since 1998, bringing 40-60 million 

people into extreme poverty (World Bank 2020). 

 However, unlike previous economic crises, this crisis will negatively affect women more than 

men, creating a significant blow for gender equality. Policymakers should step up their efforts to 

reestablish the path towards a more equal society for men and women. 

 Women are disproportionately represented in poorly paid jobs without benefits, as domestic 

workers, casual labourers, street vendors, and in small-scale services like hairdressing. The 

International Labour Organization estimates that nearly 200 million jobs will be lost in the next 

three months alone – many of them in exactly these sectors. 

Way forward: 
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 Accelerate women’s entrepreneurship. Currently, women constitute around 14% of the total 

entrepreneur base in India. We must accelerate both the quantity and quality of 

entrepreneurship through capacity- building in areas such as branding and marketing as well as 

facilitate financial and institutional linkages for business support. 

 Increase women in the workforce at all levels of management and leadership. Women account 

just 14% of leadership roles and 30% of professional and technical workers. We have not made 

much progress in terms of leadership roles at the chief executive officer (CEO) level. India has 

the third-lowest rank in the Asia-Pacific in CEO representation (2%), the second-lowest rank for 

female chief financial officer (CFO) representation (1%). Ranked 23 globally, India’s female 

representation on boards increased by 4.3% over the past five years to 15.2% in 2019. The global 

average is 20.6%. 

 Empowerment of women at the micro-enterprise and grassroots levels. Women-owned 

enterprises can generate over 50–60 million jobs by 2030. Financial reforms must come with a 

gender lens as micro-enterprises led by women face specific issues that require interventions 

such as digital and financial literacy programmes, handholding for reliable market access, and a 

greater network of Self Help Groups (SHGs). 

 In the 2019 Mastercard Index of Women Entrepreneurs, India ranked 52 among the 58 

countries. We must aim to be in the top 10 over the next few years. There are some developing 

economies which are already are outperforming their more developed counterparts. Women 

business-owners as a percentage of all businesses account for 38.2%, 37.9% and 36% 

respectively in Uganda, Ghana and Botswana. With equal access to education, health and 

financial resources, there is no reason why India cannot reach one of the highest levels of 

women’s entrepreneurship. 

Conclusion: 

                The road ahead is not easy, and the pandemic has not been gender-neutral. Long -existing 

inequalities and social disparities have sharpened on gender lines and in access to resources 

including food, education and health care. Industry must use its position to work with all 

stakeholders in championing and “empowering the greater 50%”. For it is only where women work 

that economies grow rapidly and countries prosper. 

Discuss in detail features of Caste System in India, also, identify various reasons for 

strengthening of caste based identity in today’s times. (250 words) 
Reference: bbc.com 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One has to explain in detail the features of caste system in India and also explain the causative 
factors that have strengthened caste based identity in current times. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly state the background and roots of caste system in the country. 
Body: 
Explain some of the several theories that explain prevalence/coming of caste system in India like The 
traditional theory says that four varnas originated from different parts of Brahma’s body {Brahmin-
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mouth; Kshatrita-arms; Vaishyas- Stomach and Shudra-feet}; and all other castes were born due to 
their intermixing. The occupational theory says that castes evolved from the occupations of people 
which were not hereditary in the beginning. 
Then move on to explain the key features such as – it has resulted in segmental division of the Indian 
society, they create a hierarchy on the basis of their social precedence and many others. 
Discuss in short the functions and maladies of the caste system. Explain in what way caste identities 
are further strengthened in today’s times. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with need to accept and believe in humanity as a bigger religion than creating differences 
and gaps through such caste identities. 
Introduction: 

 India's caste system is perhaps the world's longest surviving social hierarchy. A defining 

feature of Hinduism, caste encompasses a complex ordering of social groups on the basis of ritual 

purity. A person is considered a member of the caste into which he or she is born and remains within 

that caste until death, although the particular ranking of that caste may vary among regions and 

over time. Differences in status are traditionally justified by the religious doctrine of karma, a belief 

that one's place in life is determined by one's deeds in previous lifetimes. 

Traditional scholarship has described this more than 2,000-year-old system within the context of the 

four principal varnas, or large caste categories. In order of precedence these are the Brahmins 

(priests and teachers), the Ksyatriyas (rulers and soldiers), the Vaisyas (merchants and traders), and 

the Shudras (laborers and artisans). A fifth category falls outside the varna system and consists of 

those known as "untouchables" or Dalits; they are often assigned tasks too ritually polluting to merit 

inclusion within the traditional varna system. 

Body: 

Features of caste system: 

 Hereditary in nature: It implies that caste system is based on heredity. It is based on 

ascribed values rather than achieved qualities. 

 

  Segmental division of society: It means Indian social stratification is largely based on caste. 

There are various castes having a well-developed life style of their own. The membership of 

a caste is determined by birth. Thus caste is hereditary in nature. 

 

  Hierarchy: It indicates various castes according to their purity and impurity of occupations 

are ranked from higher to lower positions. It is like a ladder where pure caste is ranked on 

the top and impure is ranked at the bottom. For example the occupation of Brahmin is that 

of performing rituals and teaching. It is considered to be the purest occupation; hence they 

are placed at the top of the hierarchy. On the other hand sweeper, whose occupation is 

cleaning and scavenging, is placed at the bottom the bottom of the hierarchy because of 

impure occupation. 

 

  Restrictions on food, drink and smoking: Usually different castes do not exchange food and 

drink, and do not share smoking of hukka among them. For instance, Brahmins do not take 

food from any other caste.  
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 Endogamy: It indicates members of the caste have to marry within their own caste only. 

Inter-castes marriages are prohibited. However, among educated people, particularly in the 

urban areas, inter-castes marriages are gradually increasing. 

 

 Purity and pollution: It is one of the important features of the caste system. Purity and 

pollution are judged in terms of deeds, occupation, language, dress patterns, as well as food 

habits. For example liquor consumption, consuming nonvegetarian food, eating left-over 

food of the high castes, working in occupations like leather craft, lifting dead animals, 

sweeping and carrying garbage etc. are supposed to be impure.  

 

 Occupational association: Each caste has a specific occupation and cannot change the 

occupation. For instance, Brahmins do priesthood and teaching, Kayasthas maintain revenue 

records and writing. Baniyas are engaged in business and Chamars are engaged in 

leatherwork, etc. 

 

 Distinction in custom, dress and speech: Each caste has distinct style of life, i.e. having its 

customs, dress patterns and speech. The high caste use pure language (sometimes use 

literally words), whereas, the low caste use colloquial language.  

 

 Conflict resolving mechanisms: The castes having their own conflict resolving mechanisms 

such as Caste Panchayats at the village and inter-village levels. 

Reasons for strengthening of caste based identity: 

 Reservations: In recent years, there have been demands from several communities to be 

recognised as OBCs - in 2016 there were violent protests by the Jat community in Haryana 

and the Patel community led huge protests in Gujarat in 2015 demanding access to caste 

quotas. 

 

 Caste based politics: At elections, many caste groups still vote as a block and are wooed by 

politicians looking for electoral gains. 

 

 Dominant Caste: In the 20th century, the phenomena of dominant caste have emerged. It 

means some caste becomes economically and politically dominant virtually rules over other 

castes in the region. 

Conclusion: 

 In this manner, caste system has undergone many changes due to the above processes and 

it has adapted to the new socio-economic condition. In urban areas, today people do not adhere to 

caste norms. The only aspect where caste comes is that during marriage they still become 

endogamous. However, some people have adopted to inter-caste marriage and inter-religious 

marriages. 
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Salient features of world’s physical geography. 

llustrate the vertical and latitudinal distribution of temperature in ocean waters along 

with factors responsible for such a distribution. (250 words) 
Reference: Geography by G C Leong 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper 1, subject geography. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One must illustrate the vertical and latitudinal distribution of temperature in ocean waters along 
with factors responsible for such a distribution. 
Directive: 
Illustrate – A similar instruction to ‘explain’ whereby you are asked to show the workings of 
something, making use of definite examples and statistics if appropriate to add weight to your 
explanation. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
One can start by commenting briefly upon the oceans of the world in general. 
Body: 
Giving a brief introduction, discuss the vertical and latitudinal (horizontal) distribution of 
temperature in ocean. 
 The study of temperature of the oceans is important for studying the movement of large volumes of 
water, distribution of marine organisms, other properties such as salinity. This distribution pattern of 
temperature of ocean water can be studied through two ways – vertical and latitudinal distribution. 
Enumerate the factors responsible for the above distribution. 
Use appropriate examples wherever necessary 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of it. 
Introduction: 

The temperature of the oceanic water is important for marine organisms including plants 

(phytoplanktons) and animals (zooplanktons). The temperature of sea water also affects the climate 

of coastal lands and plants and animals therein. 

Body: 

Factors Affecting Temperature Distribution: 

 Latitude: the temperature of surface water decreases from the equator towards the poles 

because the amount of insolation decreases poleward. 

 Unequal distribution of land and water: the oceans in the northern hemisphere receive more 

heat due to their contact with larger extent of land than the oceans in the southern hemisphere. 

 Prevailing winds: the winds blowing from the land towards the oceans drive warm surface water 

away form the coast resulting in the upwelling of cold water from below. It results into the 

longitudinal variation in the temperature. Contrary to this, the onshore winds pile up warm 

water near the coast and this raises the temperature. 

 Ocean currents: warm ocean currents raise the temperature in cold areas while the cold 

currents decrease the temperature in warm ocean areas. Gulf stream (warm current) raises the 

temperature near the eastern coast of North America and the West Coast of Europe while the 

Labrador current (cold current) lowers the temperature near the north-east coast of North 

America. 
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 Minor Factors: 

o Minor factors include: 

o submarine ridges, 

o local weather conditions like storms, cyclones, hurricanes, fog, cloudiness, evaporation 

and condensation, and 

o Location and shape of the sea. 

Vertical distribution of temperature in ocean waters: 

 The temperature-depth profile for the ocean water shows how the temperature decreases with 

the increasing depth. The profile shows a boundary region between the surface waters of the 

ocean and the deeper layers. The boundary usually begins around 100 – 400 m below the sea 

surface and extends several hundred of metres downward. This boundary region, from where 

there is a rapid decrease of temperature, is called the thermocline. 

 About 90 per cent of the total volume of water is found below the thermocline in the deep 

ocean. In this zone, temperatures approach 0° C. The temperature structure of oceans over 

middle and low latitudes can be described as a three-layer system from surface to the bottom. 

 The first layer represents the top layer of warm oceanic water and it is about 500m thick with 

temperatures ranging between 20° and 25° C. This layer, within the tropical region, is present 

throughout the year but in mid latitudes it develops only during summer. 

 The second layer called the thermocline layer lies below the first layer and is characterised by 

rapid decrease in temperature with increasing depth. The thermocline is 500 -1,000 m thick. 

 The third layer is very cold and extends upto the deep ocean floor. In the Arctic and Antartic 

circles, the surface water temperatures are close to 0° C and so the temperature change with 

the depth is very slight. Here, only one layer of cold water exists, which extends from surface to 

deep ocean floor. 

Latitudinal distribution of temperature in ocean waters: 

 The average temperature of surface water of the oceans is about 27°C and it gradually decreases 

from the equator towards the poles. The rate of decrease of temperature with increasing 

latitude is generally 0.5°C per latitude. The average temperature is around 22°C at 20° latitudes, 

14° C at 40° latitudes and 0° C near poles. 

 The oceans in the northern hemisphere record relatively higher temperature than in the 

southern hemisphere. The highest temperature is not recorded at the equator but slightly 

towards north of it. 

 The average annual temperatures for the northern and southern hemisphere are around 19° C 

and 16° C respectively. This variation is due to the unequal distribution of land and water in the 

northern and southern hemispheres. 

 It is a well known fact that the maximum temperature of the oceans is always at their surfaces 

because they directly receive the heat from the sun and the heat is transmitted to the lower 

sections of the oceans through the process of convection. 

 It results into decrease of temperature with the increasing depth, but the rate of decrease is not 

uniform throughout. The temperature falls very rapidly up to the depth of 200 m and thereafter, 

the rate of decrease of temperature is slowed down. 

Conclusion: 
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                Thus, both vertically and horizontally the temperature varies in the oceans which impacts 

both the marine life as well as local climate. 

 

Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic 

activity, cyclone etc. 

Explain how earthquake waves are used as an indirect source for understanding the 

structure of the interior of the earth. (250 words) 
Reference: Class XI NCERT – Fundamentals of World Physical Geography 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One must explain in detail how earthquake waves are used as an indirect source for understanding 
the structure of the interior of the earth. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Understanding the structure of the earth’s interior (crust, mantle, core) and various forces (heat, 
seismic waves) emanating from it is essential to understand the evolution of the earth’s surface, its 
current shape and its future. 
Body: 
The knowledge about interior of the earth is obtained through direct sources and indirect sources. 
Direct sources include rock materials from mining areas and molten magma from volcanic eruptions 
and earthquakes. 
Seismic waves produced during an earthquake are recorded by a seismograph when these waves 
reach the surface of the earth. Then explain in detail how earthquakes form key sources in 
understanding the Earth’s interiors. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance and relevance. 
Introduction: 

 Understanding the structure of the earth’s interior (crust, mantle, core) and various forces 

(heat, seismic waves) emanating from it is essential to understand the evolution of the earth’s 

surface, its current shape and its future, the geophysical phenomenon like volcanism, earthquakes, 

earth’s magnetic field, the internal structure of various solar system objects, the evolution and 

present composition of the atmosphere for mineral exploration. 

Body: 

The interior of the earth can be understood by: 

 Direct Sources: 

o The most easily available solid earth material is surface rock or the rocks we get 

from mining areas. Gold mines in South Africa are as deep as 3 - 4 km. Going beyond 

this depth is not possible as it is very hot at this depth. 
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o  Besides mining, scientists have taken up a number of projects to penetrate deeper 

depths to explore the conditions in the crustal portions. Scientists world over are 

working on two major projects such as “Deep Ocean Drilling Project” and 

“Integrated Ocean Drilling Project”.  

o The deepest drill at Kola, in Arctic Ocean, has so far reached a depth of 12 km. This 

and many deep drilling projects have provided large volume of information through 

the analysis of materials collected at different depths. 

o Volcanic eruption forms another source of obtaining direct information. As and 

when the molten material (magma) is thrown onto the surface of the earth, during 

volcanic eruption it becomes available for laboratory analysis. However, it is difficult 

to ascertain the depth of the source of such magma. 

 

 Indirect sources: 

o Analysis of properties of matter indirectly provides information about the interior. 

We know through the mining activity that temperature and pressure increase with 

the increasing distance from the surface towards the interior in deeper depths. 

o  Moreover, it is also known that the density of the material also increases with 

depth. It is possible to find the rate of change of these characteristics. Knowing the 

total thickness of the earth, scientists have estimated the values of temperature, 

pressure and the density of materials at different depths.  

o Another source of information are the meteors that at times reach the earth. 

However, it may be noted that the material that becomes available for analysis from 

meteors, is not from the interior of the earth. 

o  The material and the structure observed in the meteors are similar to that of the 

earth. They are solid bodies developed out of materials same as, or similar to, our 

planet. Hence, this becomes yet another source of information about the interior of 

the earth. 

o  The other indirect sources include gravitation, magnetic field, and seismic activity. 

The gravitation force (g) is not the same at different latitudes on the surface. It is 

greater near the poles and less at the equator. This is because of the distance from 

the center at the equator being greater than that at the poles.  

o The gravity values also differ according to the mass of material. The uneven 

distribution of mass of material within the earth influences this value. The reading of 

the gravity at different places is influenced by many other factors. These readings 

differ from the expected values. Such a difference is called gravity anomaly. Gravity 

anomalies give us information about the distribution of mass of the material in the 

crust of the earth.  

o Magnetic surveys also provide information about the distribution of magnetic 

materials in the crustal portion, and thus, provide information about the distribution 

of materials in this part.  

o Seismic activity is one of the most important sources of information about the 

interior of the earth. 
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Earthquake waves and interior of the earth: 

 

      

 

 

 They are the most important source available to understand the layered structure of the 

earth. 

 All natural earthquakes take place in the lithosphere. Earthquake waves are basically of two 

types — body waves and surface waves.  

 Body waves are generated due to the release of energy at the focus and move in all 

directions travelling through the body of the earth. Hence, the name body waves.  

 The body waves interact with the surface rocks and generate new set of waves called 

surface waves. These waves move along the surface. 
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  The velocity of waves changes as they travel through materials with different densities. The 

denser the material, the higher is the velocity. Their direction also changes as they reflect or 

refract when coming across materials with different densities. 

 There are two types of body waves. They are called P and S-waves. P-waves move faster and 

are the first to arrive at the surface. These are also called ‘primary waves’.  

 The P-waves are similar to sound waves. They travel through gaseous, liquid and solid 

materials. 

  S-waves arrive at the surface with some time lag. These are called secondary waves. An 

important fact about S-waves is that they can travel only through solid materials. This 

characteristic of the S-waves is quite important.  

 It has helped scientists to understand the structure of the interior of the earth. Reflection 

causes waves to rebound whereas refraction makes waves move in different directions.  

 The variations in the direction of waves are inferred with the help of their record on 

seismograph. The surface waves are the last to report on seismograph. These waves are 

more destructive. They cause displacement of rocks, and hence, the collapse of structures 

occurs. 

 Earthquake waves get recorded in seismographs located at far off locations. However, there 

exist some specific areas where the waves are not reported. Such a zone is called the 

‘shadow zone’. The study of different events reveals that for each earthquake, there exists 

an altogether different shadow zone. 

 

Conclusion: 

The velocity of seismic waves changes as they travel through materials with different elasticity and 

density. The more elastic and denser the material is, the higher is the velocity. They also undergo 

refection or refraction when they come across materials with different densities. Earth’s internal 

structure can be understood by analysing the patterns of reflection, refraction and change in velocity 

of the seismic waves when they travel through it. 
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